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Lee is a poet that nestled himself in a West
Wales village that avoided becoming a
reservoir after training as a sculptor. A lot of
his work is based upon the places and people
in the South and West of Wales. He has work
published online and in print and regularly
attends open mic events and festivals across
Wales
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Below
Leaving behind the grey shapes
of houses packed together
Lives running parallel,
bottles in the face,
fried chicken boxes kicked out of hands
Drunk monsters shouting, rubbish scattered
Piss running down walls, forming estuaries
Youth filled cars roaring past,
filling the air with storms.
Below
the village lies nestled as eggs
A patchwork quilt is sewn into the land
A Mamgu’s mixing bowl that churns out Bara brith
Tabard clad women sweep dust and filth away
children play happily on the swings
relatives slumber close
below—Welsh inscribed stones
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Bonfire Night
This November night,
gunpowder gatherings.
Fireworks exploding the sky with colour,
sparklers scrawling out names.
Bonfires burning, pyres for the pariah Guy.
A lit fuse, an open letterbox.
The rocket goes bang as the boys scatter.
This November night,
under the cover of darkness.
Demolishing and burning rival bonfires
filling the succumbing sky with smoke.
Burning bright as they laugh together,
banded as they run about the town.
The rocket goes bang as the boys scatter.
This November night,
cars screeching as a wayward thrown ‘Traffic Light’
smoking red, amber, to green.
The ‘Thunder Bomb’ signals the race,
the lit fuse fizzing— the baton to be passed along.
The rocket goes bang as the boys scatter.
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Ladybug
The grass was a fucker
the sun was a bitch
the mower was a bastard
the stone was a cock
the ground was an asshole
the twig was a twat
the ladybird that landed
ended the madness.
It sparkled as a jewel,
radiating,
until it flew away.
Leaving me:
the lawn
the sun
the hate.
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Brought up in Abercynon, where the River Cynon meets the Taf,
Steven Hitchins now lives a few miles downriver at Rhydyfelin
near Pontypridd. Through works such as Bitch Dust (Hafan,
2012) and The White City (Aquifer, 2015) he has been
conducting a mobile, nonlinear mapping of the South Wales
coalfield, using cut-up techniques and psychogeographical
dérives to excavate industrial wounds and geological layerings
along the invisible routes of the deleted canals. The present
selection focuses on the area of Nantgarw and the porcelain
works of William Billingsley. Hitchins also runs the Literary Pocket
Book, publishing contemporary experimental writing in miniature
origami editions:
literarypocketblog.wordpress.com/books/
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Canalchemy #3
13 Bone
7 Sand
1 Potash

}

sifted and mixed well together and fired in strong biscuit heat. This
recipe is completed by adding 20 of china clay to 40 of the above frit,
by grinding them well together and drying them on the slip kiln.

Vaginal phases. Glaze holds wings. Solve and sliver, a new coagula. I thought your
last words prophetic when you said you should never see us more. Cars whiz
roundabout. Canal follows contour above the fields of Tynywern Farm. Taff opens
out a skyblue delta under bridge. Cormorant sails downriver. Whitewashed houses
face south to river which sweeps a curve close to the car showrooms. A
humpbacked bridge carries the road over the canal to Caerphilly. Immediately
behind is Nantgarw House and behind it the pot kilns of the pottery works. Purple
brick pine cone steps. Sparrows in hedge. Blackbirds peckle under sycamore.
D10.1 Post Office
D12 Treforest Day Nursery Ltd
D16 Treforest Day Nursery Ltd
E3 The Pottery Public House
E4 SDV Ltd
E5 DEVELOPMENT SITE
E6 Treforest Textiles Ltd
E6Y TO LET 0.63 Acres

Ivorite frits. Spirit-thin discs of clay. Silicious ripple of valves. For I was doubtful
you would ever hear of our fate on account of the name we went by. Horn blares.
Tin riveted outposts. Pickup truck yard. My butty on the bank leading the horse
goes on ahead to set the lock, taking the windlass for winding the paddles. New
traffic signals ahead. Trade and public welcome. Everybody on the Merthyr end of
the canal calls him Tom Blackberry Cake and he is a well-known character on the
towpath. Reflector cuff trousers looks at phone on bus stop bench. River smell:
fresh sewagey mudwater. Llif Flood triangle. Open 7 days.
QED QED Centre
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F1 Evans Halshaw Motors Ltd
F2 Evans Halshaw Motors Ltd
F3 Proplant Ltd
F5 Evans Halshaw Motors Ltd
F6a Legea UK Ltd
F6b TO LET 4,949 sq ft
F4,7,8,9 Castle Bingo

Ion dishes. Plastic extraction of pearl spinal portions. Beeley lives in the Pottery
House with his youngest daughter Lavinia and his son-in-law Walker and his
children. The Cross Keys public house on the main Cardiff road next to the river.
Culs-de-sac of anonymous sepia-brick hexagons. Panelling flooring pipes valves.
Cars gush along asphalt corridor. Catkinned pavement. Brakes batteries exhausts.
Behind to the right the corn mill, the Colliers Arms. Silver lichen bristles skinny-leaf
willow. Tiles bathrooms vinyl laminate. My Difficulty’s here are great My success
uncertain for want of a little Money. Taff tugs past. Silver ripples on brown.
Seagulls on the shallows. Curve road glissade.
G4 1/2 TO LET 10,732 sq ft
G4 3/4 Facet Industrial (UK) Ltd
G4.5 TO LET
G4.5 Yard TO LET
G4.5a Giclee Masters
G4.6 Action Smart Environmental Ltd
G5A & G69-B Nolan Transport
G5B TO LET

Linquisite melt. Colours sinking solar-lightly into glass. Walker is said to have
another name and Beeley has several aliases. I am informed by Dr Price of
Llantrisant that Lavinia paints. As he’s approaching a lock, a boatman calls, Whoo
up, Boat coming up. Charred meat wafts from The Pottery across road. Food served
until 10pm. Wooden picnic tables. Tall sign says: Sizzling food at great value.
Picture of grill-striped chicken breasts and bowl of chips. Retired boatmen, years
after they have finished boating, greet each other in Rhydyfelin streets with Whoo
Dan! and Whoo Dai! Corrugated huts of logistics and nutrition. Marketing
solutions and double-glazing. Barred windows. Brush on drizzle. Glaze mellowing
in moulding rosebuds. Sinted tulips on the purity crepe.
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Vanessa Gebbie is a novelist, poet and short fiction
writer. Author of seven books, including The Coward's
Tale (Bloomsbury) her poems have won The Troubadour
International Prize and the Sussex Prize. Twelve poems
from her collection 'Memorandum, poems for the fallen'
are being illustrated by artists in stained glass,
photography and sculpture for an exhibition in Sussex in
September 2016. www.vanessagebbie.com
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The drunk
The drunk came in through my open eye
at three in the morning, when
the police car had gone.
No more knocking
on the fire escape doors,
no more blurry pleas to let him in,
‘Ah, go on. I’ve forgotten my key.’
Once here, he would not leave.
He belched his beery songs
on the pillow next to mine
and stroked my hair.
He’d left his sleep here, last night,
he said, but the bed
would not keep still long enough
for him to find it again.
He said he was studying Schopenhauer.
Or Schrodinger. Said
the drink opened the mind,
made room for them both,
and more besides. So it didn’t matter
which one it was, and it didn’t matter
that he was here, keeping me from sleep.
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The Gull proudly brings you more
portions of mind-dredge from
the exciting world of

Dad!
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Daniel was born in Shropshire and lives and works
in London. His poems have appeared in a number
of places, most recently in Structo, and The
Literateur, and he has work forthcoming in The Best
New British and Irish Poets 2017 from Eyewear
Books. Daniel also the authored the novel, All the

Dogs.
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Ah Odysseus
I knew it would end badly,
this return. A trip down old pathways
into childhood country. Years had passed.
My father agreed to drive.
Face against the glass
I took in the sites of past significance,
the reel of baffling places names:
Grafton, Child's Ercall, Fitz,
that last name given to bastard royals,
and I felt something of their quandary
to be so close to heritage
but forever divorced from its glory,
particularly as we passed the old white cottage,
crumbling like a fine Caerphilly cheese,
where the latest owner
had planted a flagpole in the garden,
a Union Jack whipping the air
where I had cast my dreams,
a usurper's claim on this sacred patch.
As we zipped on by,
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I thought of Owain Glyndŵr
and his great insurgency
and for the first time considered origins,
lineage and how history
is only loaned to us, really.
Instead, it belongs to the places left behind
watching indifferently, poised
for all memory to return to earth.
On the drive back I watched
a copse, a field, a buried rise
and the lines burned so greenly
I turned away from the heat.
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Llanwnog
Blue stones at the gradient
are lonely markers
inside a dream
of a hill path
a border station
in imagination's geography
a modest plot
across Offa's Dyke
all out for the funeral
my grandparents laid out
twin beds in the field
my father's music
over the car stereo
his childish rebellion
slowly building emotion
of a last goodbye
his glance back
one moved on too quickly
wind through thin cotton
and oh the green
of this hill country
soaking the earth
which has borne us all
each moving down
to the village hall
shaped by this soil
however vicariously
a place which is hardly
notable except
for the old station master
a poet of their language
buried in this churchyard
and like him
I prolong a conceit
and write a word down
to preserve it
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Stickleback
Sliver of tarnished steel
and verdigris
the disc of water
quivering with a line
It gasped for prehistory
through pond slime
blood bulbing at the hook.
A minor thing. We threw it back.
My father told me
to beware
the spines
flexing into my hand
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Giles Rees is undertaking a PhD in Creative Writing
at Swansea University. He’s been a newspaper
reporter, a teacher and a black cab driver.. His
short stories have been published by The Lonely
Crowd, Heater, eFiction and Oddville Press & The
Gull, issue 1..
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Bait Pump
Bait pump. That’s what it’s called. Sounds sort of
sexual. Has the ring of something rough. And I
suppose it is… disturbing… at the receiving end.
I’m talking about that tool – looks like a bicycle
pump – that blokes, they’re mostly blokes, in beanie
hats, boots and hi-viz, use to suck worms from the
flats, spit them out, scoop them up.
Things were different when I was a kid. Back then
guys who fished dug for their worms with a fork. And
they had to know where to dig and where not to.
Which, in a way, brings me to Deek.
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It was Teg Powell who found him, though when he
set eyes on him Teg’s brain couldn’t make sense of
what it was that he was seeing. Crazy as it sounds, Teg
thought Deek was some kind of squid or even a shark
– dragged in by the net of the Madlen with all the other
fish Teg had been trawling for. He’d seen some things
at sea in his time but, whether it was the light, or the
swell, or the sheer improbability, the truth was that
Teg’s mind struggled to understand what it was that
he’d caught – that the bony white things sticking out
from his orange net weren’t tentacles or tails but a
boy’s own arms, and that those arms belonged to
Derwyn Keith Davies, my friend Deek, our town’s
missing kid.
Teg winched-in the net, so he later told the police,
and opened it on the deck of the Madlen, knocking
mackerel, bass and whatever else had been in there
from off of Deek who also had a starfish clamped on
his face and various eels and leeches coiled around or
stuck to his arms and his legs. Teg said he’d taken
some of these off Deek there on the deck, the
remainder he picked off in the hold of the Madlen
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having carried Deek down there on his shoulder, laid
him on a bed of ice away from the rest of his catch. Teg
was the best of a day out when he turned to port, he
said. He ran the Madlen hard through the night and
into the dawn, a cortege of black-backed gulls
shrieking at her stern.
Every so often Teg went and shone a torch into the
hold, hoping Deek might somehow be gone. Deek just
lay there and stared up from the ice, like a boy-knight
on a tomb in a crypt. A couple of times the ice rattled
under him and he slid a little, this way and that, as the

Madlen rose and fell on the swell. Before they entered
the harbour, said Teg, he put a blanket over Deek “to
give him some dignity”. That was how the police
found him – eyes open, on the ice – when they climbed
down the ladder into the gloom of the hold.
The coppers (one being Bill John, another being Dai
Nelme) interviewed Teg in a room at the police station
that had bare walls and an ashtray that filled with fag
ends as they spoke. They asked Teg if, when he took
Deek out of the water, there were any signs that Deek
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had been interfered with. Teg said Deek’s head had
looked really bad, all swollen and bruised, with one
horrible gash above his right ear. The police said that
wasn’t what they meant. What they meant was did it
look in any way like Deek had been interfered with.
Teg said Deek had his trousers on but no top, if that
was what they meant. They asked Teg why he and his
wife Ionwen had no kids. He got up and asked what
the hell was their point in asking him that. They told
him to cool it and sit down. After some other questions
concerning the Madlen they said that he could go, but
that he was not to leave town nor take out the Madlen
till they told him further.
It wasn’t till a lot later, when the water was cold
and grey, that Teg put to sea again. Small towns are
full of nods and winks, and ours was no different.
Poison had it that Teg was in some way to blame for
the death of Deek. I’m sure part of this was Teg’s very
act of bringing Deek back. The return of his skinny,
blue-lipped corpse went against the town’s will, its
desire to deny that Deek had ever disappeared. The
following June, almost a year to the day after finding
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him, Teg took out the Madlen, smashed a hole in her
side and wrapped himself in her chains as she sank.
Those who’d smelt a rat, and there were plenty, said
Teg’s suicide was ‘proof’, as if proof had ever been
needed. But the truth was that Teg Powell had nothing
to do with the death of Deek. That, I know, for a fact.
**
We called it The Fort. It was far out. By which I
don’t mean Jimi Hendrix far out. I mean distancefrom-the-shore far out, practically-over-the-horizon
far out. It seemed to take us hours to get there, me and
Deek. We’d traipse over the sands and then the mud –
the town slithering, melting behind us – till we were
out there, on the bank, in a blur of our own.
How The Fort got there, God only knows. We had
the theory it was something to do with the War, like
the buried bombs that occasionally blew sheep to bits
on the saltmarsh… the empty huts at the back of town
where men and women who weren’t married fumbled
and panted in the dark. Physically The Fort consisted
of an ugly jumble of cones and cubes made from
concrete that resembled dirty porridge. Most of it was
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plastered with mussels and limpets, or sea weed of the
green and slimy kind. Anemones the colour of pig’s
liver squatted in nooks and crannies. Small crabs
skittered in mini waterworlds waiting for the tide to
wash them out. Under the concrete was an iron
skeleton which held The Fort together. In places
chunks of the skin had collapsed to show girders and
joints that were rusted and flaking. The whole thing
just sat there on the far side of the bank: dripping,
rotting, stinking.
That late spring and summer was the only time in
my growing-up that The Fort revealed itself. A run of
low tides separated our town from the sea in a way no
living person could remember. To begin with, Deek
and I dug with our hands in the sand and the mud,
thinking we might find bullets, or coins, or bones.
After a while we just went there and sat and talked.
Something I learned then that has stayed with me
since is how loud the slightest thing can sometimes
sound: the clatter that a single dry leaf can muster as
it cartwheels on caked mud, the reach of an
oystercatcher’s peep even above the sea’s roar, the
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wind’s teasing way of swelling and silencing the
voices of children across empty sands.
**
The sea’s retreat from our town led to a stream of
letters to the local press. God, the Moon, the Soviets
and ‘the bowler hat brigade’ were variously blamed.
Not having the sea cosy up to them panicked people,
made them feel cut off. They complained they could
no longer smell the sea and they had always been able
to smell the sea. This parting with the waves was the
strangest physical happening in a year that was
strange from the start. A Post Office strike – not just
in Wales but in England, too – meant we had no mail
for what seemed like months. Then the Government
changed our money – decimalisation was the word –
so that, among other things, a ten bob note became a
50 pence piece. More to the point, ordinary people –
my nan being one – were convinced the new coinage
was worth less than the old. How else to explain the
price of small cod and chips from Will the Fish at Plaice

on the Front? All this and Deek’s going missing shook
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up the town in a way it didn’t like. Ministers had more
in chapel and church than they’d seen in years.
The Fort attracted me, I suppose, because no one
went there apart from me and Deek. It was a place no
one could see us, where no one could disturb us. When
Deek went missing I stopped going out there. I
wondered if it was safe.
**
I never knew my father. My mother ran what she
said was a boarding house. People in the town called it
something else. She wasn’t a loose woman exactly, but
men came and went. Some gave me money for chips
or to go the arcade. Bill John was one who called. As
well as being a copper he was a bastard who knocked
my mother about (especially if she’d been seeing other
men). I asked her once if he was my dad. She went
quiet and said no.
When Deek went missing Bill John asked me if I
knew anything about it. After Teg found Deek, Bill
John came to the house and asked me again. He told
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my mother to stay in the kitchen. I saw her light a
cigarette as he pulled the door to. He spoke to me in
the lounge. When I went to sit he told me to stand. He
said coppers were coming from away and they
wouldn’t be messing. So if I had anything to say I had
better say it to him now – or those other coppers
would have it out of me, and they’d be bastards all
right. He said that if I thought he was a bastard then to
think again because he was nothing on those other
coppers. There was nothing they wouldn’t do to get
their man. Or boy.
I stared at him and he stared back. The fish tank on
our sideboard bubbled. The bubbling grew loud in the
way sounds did at The Fort. I went over to the tank and
raised the lid. I sprinkled some feed that had a salty,
fishy smell over the water. Angelfish and rainbows
nibbled my fingers as I dipped them in the tank. Bill
John and my mother argued in the kitchen.
**
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After what happened to Deek I was wary of other
boys. The first time I saw Davy I just watched him: the
arcade’s red and mauve glows dappling his face as he
wandered and hovered near older, bigger boys who
slammed at the pinball and cursed. I looked as he put
his hands and head against the case of the Derby Day
machine where little lead horses and jockeys vibrated
on rods down a painted green track. I studied how he
slid his body and pulled his fingers along the glass as
the horses ran their jerky furlongs. I noted how he
spun his head on hearing the chug-chink-chug as the
bandits paid out, how he scooped his small hands
through their troughs for any coins that might have
been left. I watched how, above all, he stared at the
opening and closing of the claws of the Lucky Dip
crane that foraged uselessly above a seabed of sunken
treasures – cigarettes, chocolate and glamour girls on
playing cards – all of them fading and growing old.
When a man I didn’t know, with a woman on his arm,
dropped a bob on the floor Davy was onto it like a
mudlark. The man and woman laughed. Davy saw me
looking and went to leave. At the way out he turned
for a second, looked back, darted. When I left it was
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dark. Gulls skulked under the lamps on the front. The
sea was as far out as ever. Waves fell somewhere
distant on the flats. The water drew back with a sigh,
telling our town to hush.
**
All next day I thought about the coppers who were
coming. I wondered what they’d do if I told them Bill
John beat my mother. I went to the huts at the old
camp. Glass cracked under my shoes. I imagined Bill
John being taken there, tied to a chair, getting
smacked about. I found a map on a wall that showed
our town. Afterwards I walked to the top of the bryn
and looked for the sea. It lay broken in shiny puddles,
miles out. Boats were on their hulls on the saltmarsh,
their paint peeling in the sun.
That night my mother had a caller. He gave me
money and I went to the arcade. I pushed my 50 pence
at Nod Roberts. Mari Roberts had wanted her boy to
be an architect or a vet. Instead he read horror
paperbacks in the booth at Pleasure Island where he
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smoked, wore T-shirts and grew his hair long.
Without looking up he slid me some silver for the
bandits and some coppers for the cheap slots. He went
back to his book. Didn’t give a damn. I could have been
five years old. That was Nod.
I couldn’t see Davy. I half-expected him to show up
as I fed the Penny Falls – his hands and head against
the glass as a fat jam of coins teetered on the edge,
always needing just one more to send them crashing
in the rat-tat-tat that was music to my ears.
I was on a bandit when Bill John walked in. His
hand stopped mine as I was pulling the lever. He said
I was under-age and to get home or he’d take me to the
station and lock me up. My playing the bandit wasn’t
the issue, of course. The issue was that I could only
have been there if I’d been given money by someone –
a man – who, more likely than not, was, at that
moment, with my mother, at our place… in her bed.
Seeing Bill John made Nod put on the noisiest music
he could find. Jimi’s jewelled fingers jammed into
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Purple Haze as Bill John took my place at the bandit. I
walked out, onto the front.
I saw Davy. He was by the sea wall, eating chips
from Will’s. I leaned against it, a little way from him.
We nodded. I rolled closer. I asked him if he was from
the caravans on Emlyn Harries’s field, and he said that
he was. He said he was on holiday with his mam and
dad (though he called her his mum, as English boys
did). He asked me if I wanted a chip. I took a handful. I
told him I was Llew and he said that he was Davy. I
asked him if he liked our town. Not really, he said. I
asked him why. He tilted his head. Well, for one thing,
there was no sea and when his dad had talked about it,
where they lived, up in England, his dad had said our
town was by the sea. But there was no sea. Just sand
and mud. The sea would come back, I said. I didn’t
know when, but it would. Soon. When it was ready. I
looked at him. He was small and could barely look over
the wall to even see the sea that he was so put out
about. For all he knew the tide could have been in,
washing and frothing against the wall, right there and
then.
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I struck a match and lit one of my mother’s
cigarettes. I offered him a drag but he shook his head.
I told him I knew somewhere that was special. He said
nothing, but he looked at me in a way that told me he
was interested. It was a place over the sands, I said,
that no one else knew about. It was to do with the War.
I could let him come, if he wanted. As a favour. He said
he’d think about it. He said he had to get going, back
to the caravans. I could always take someone else, I
said, if he wasn’t interested. There were loads of
others. I told him to find me on the front in the
morning and that if I wasn’t on the front I’d be in the
arcade. He turned to go. I caught his shoulder. It was
bony, delicate, like he wasn’t a boy at all but some
small and slender animal – a marten or a cat.
“Don’t tell anyone,” I said. “It’s my secret.”
“I have to go. My dad’ll kill me,” he said. His white
windcheater disappeared into the dark.
**
When Davy went missing there was all kind of
trouble in our town. People turned on Bill John in the
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street and asked him what he was doing about it. First
Delme Davies’s boy, they said, now this lad from
England. Too much of a coincidence, Bill John, they
said. He came to our house in a fury. I lay in bed. I
heard him and my mother quarrelling downstairs,
shouting, table legs moving on the kitchen floor. Next
morning my mother’s face was red. She sent me for
ten fags from Morris’s on the corner.
Coppers came from all over. Plain clothes from
London, too. They drank among themselves in the
lounge in the Mermaid. The women who served at
Will’s eyed them nervously from behind the fryers.
There was talk Pross Pryce, who was slow with people
but good with animals, had been half-blinded in a
beating at his place in the woods. Teg Powell was held
at the police station for three nights before he was let
go. Lewis Milk and Jenkyns Bread stopped delivering
to his door. For two Sundays his wife Ionwen had the
pew to herself before she told Teg she would go to
chapel no more.
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And so it went, all summer and autumn, as the
skies grew white and the woods above our town
turned brown. Coppers in boots, with sticks and dogs,
searched them over and over, and every inch of the
quarry, too. But Davy was never found. Deek,
meanwhile, was laid to rest after a funeral to which
the whole town went, save Teg and Ionwen who
everyone shunned. Everyone, that is, apart from my
mother who, if ever she saw Ionwen, would make a
point of speaking to her and touching her arm so that
all might see and hear.
**
And then the sea came back. Winter tides brought
it slapping against the front. Some nights it sloshed
over the wall so that Will Fish and others had to
sandbag their doors. Even when the tide went out the
water hugged the town much closer than before.
There was no chance of getting to The Fort now. The
early tides sluiced its walls. Those that followed hefted
sand against its hollows and cracks. Fat weed swayed
in the tunnels to its chambers, which grew silted and
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dark. Finally, one night, thick, black water closed over
it and drowned it for good.
The returning tides soothed the town, calmed it.
People stopped thinking so much about Davy and
Deek. In time there was talk of things having been
accidents, of not being quite what they had appeared
at first. The end of the postal strike, in particular,
seemed to break a spell – the falling of mail on hallway
floors proof that our town really did exist and was not
just a name on a map. A magazine I read at Morris’s
said Jimi Hendrix really was dead no matter what Nod
Roberts claimed in his booth at the arcade. The
coppers who had come went back to wherever it was
they were from. Bill John went with them. My
mother’s beatings ended, and no more boys went
missing from our town.
Teg Powell killed himself the following summer.
“Boy Riddle Skipper Sinks With Boat” was the
headline in the Leader. His suicide stirred up stories
about Deek and Davy again for a while, but also
brought everything to a close. On the surface, at least.
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**
And how do I cope – all these years on? Shell shock.
That’s what they called it once. Appropriate for a
seaside town. Post-traumatic stress disorder is what
it’s known as now – the disturbance that goes on
inside you, the shockwaves that wash and drag. You
can get help these days, of course – tell people, have
them listen, have them hear it all. Or you can try to get
a grip, by yourself, on your own. Me? I go for the grip.
Suck it all up. The whole mad mosaic. Deek, Davy, the
town, the past. Spit it all out. Every hair, every lash,
every stare, every touch, every whisper, every kiss,
every tear, every wound, every breath. Every last
grain. Bait pump. That’s how it works.
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Rhys Owain Williams was born and raised in
Morriston, Swansea. He has published in various
magazines and anthologies, and his poetry was
recently featured as part of a permanent public
art project at Morriston Hospital, curated by Art
in Site. He is co-editor of The Crunch multimedia
poetry magazine (crunchpoetry.com).
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Gull
“Why we have so many gulls in poetry these days
is a matter for reflection.”

—Peter Sansom, Writing Poems

i
On a wrinkled edge of roof-top cliff,
you might catch a lull, see a flash of
beauty in my withdrawal, find comfort
in shared silence. But lose me to the
frenzy of flapping wings and our link
is severed – I am just like the others:
see the ripple of long-dead monsters
in my gait, and in my eyes the slow
attend of monsters still to come.
ii
August is the kindest month, discarded
chip paper falls from ungrateful hands, mixing
vinegar and ice-cream, stirring
wings, a glutton’s screech.

Replenish this dinner plate.
Cover these streets in what you cannot eat,
keep us sweet
with cold sausage rolls and
crumbs from crisp packets.
An empty belly is a sharpened beak,
a talon-scrape across tender hands.
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iii
At low tide, see the squabble die –
dusk brings with it an uneasy peace.
The well-oiled shock of this machine
reduced, now, to watching, waiting.
Yes, predators come to take our young,
the search for higher ground breeds
tension, but above the mew and choke
we rise as one. It is not impossible
to see us soar.
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Drowned
I dreamt that you had drowned,
your clothed body caught in the reeds
of a silent river,
so far upstream that the canopy hung
as thick as cobwebs.
Breaking my own rule, I awake to tell
how they left you there:
a pale white warning
of too-fast currents.
Not bloated by water, but
thin,
sleeping,
preserved
(though maybe turtles had begun
to snap beneath the surface).
You say I’m the last to visit – a day’s
trek through the scrub to sit with your
ghost.
We skirt the eroteme,
make offal of tongue,
until, eventually, you sliver the hush:

It was her dress, you say,
enveloping, unstringing,
her and her dress,
coiling around us like rope,
dragging us under
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.

Victoria Park, 5 a.m.
Curtains remain closed
to this morning’s morning,
as gaps in reticent houses
host the hide and seek
games of the unsullied sun.
Sodden, I tilt into gardens,
beheading biennials for your
makeshift bouquet.
We were breaching ground then,
though still unsaid – ready to root,
but not to share the same bed.
Advance quickened
by faces misplaced in
pale Guild Hall windows.
The complaints of orangepeeled gates do not deter,
beneath the flaky
white tears of Adelina,1
I de-flower.

1

In 1918, opera singer Adelina Patti donated the winter garden pavilion
from her Craig-y-Nos estate to the people of Swansea. It was
reconstructed in Victoria Park in 1920.
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Then, walking back over
empty parking spaces,
through the photograph
of my graduating father,2
I wonder what will follow
from this uncertain moment –
the first light that
even birds sleep through.

2

Swansea’s Guildhall is the venue commonly used for the graduation
ceremonies of the city’s two universities.
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Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at the University
of Leicester.
His website is www.jonathanptaylor.co.uk.
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Mahler in 1911
My life has all been paper.

– Gustav Mahler to Alma Mahler

I built godless cathedrals out of it,
upside-down Chinese pavilions,
sleigh-bell heavens, stained-glass hells,
tearing, folding orchestral sound like origami.
I shut my sick heart inside. For that I am sorry,
Alma. My very death will be a certificate,
a discord the Vienna Philharmonic can’t play,
the Entartete Musik of a forgotten Jew.
And when the great conflagration comes,
as we know it must, a hundred million dots
will go up in smoke. Only ashes will remain,
falling back down like dissonance,
then settling like grey snow, like atonality.
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The Fall of the Coral Tree
People
From Popol Vuh, Sacred Book of the Quiché Maya People*

These wooden effigies were weighed in the balance
and deemed a failed species for they could not
remember or worship or bleed or smile or cry.
So a great Butic was planned by the Heart of the Sky
and rain thick as sap poured down on their heads
and black waves surged round their bodies.
Afterwards came the Chisellers of Faces
who gouged out their eyes and the Knives of Death
who cut off their heads and the Earth God sent Jaguars
who ambushed them and crunched their bones.
Their pets accused them of negligence and beatings
so now abandoned them. Their turkeys and livestock
said they had eaten them so would in turn
feed on their flesh. Their grinding stones
said they were ground upon day and night
so would in turn grind the people like maize.
Then their tools nailed and sawed and drilled them
and their pots and pans roasted them on the fire.
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Finally the disfigured remains of the effigies
fled in terror from the fire and tried to escape
to the rooftops. But their houses sank beneath them.
They hid in the caves but the cavemouths shut on them.
They climbed the trees but the trees would not support them,
would not forgive them. Thus the whole world cursed them
and scattered them and turned their descendants into K’oy
to roam the mountains and serve as warnings to the future
and to all species who would come after.

Notes

Butic: flood.
K’oy: spider-monkeys.
*Inspired by the translation by Allen J. Christenson, 2007.
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Hatching
Rising from
trying nights
nothing remained
in my chest
aside from
writhing words
pulsing in their
rhyming nest.
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Are You In Or Out?

One vote is nothing on its own
A promise is nothing but words
Pen strokes on scraps of paper fade
To nothing in a gentle rain.
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‘Anywhere out of the World’
Alan Bilton

Cillian Press, 2016.

£9.99

by
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‘Anywhere out of the World’
by

Alan Bilton

If art is a mirror held up to life, then Alan Bilton’s
is a carnival mirror; crooked, distorted, at times
hilarious, often sinister. ‘Anywhere out of the World’
is Bilton’s first collection of short stories and fans of
his previous two novels will not be disappointed. His
distinctive voice curls off the page, like the
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beckoning finger of a circus master, daring the reader
to follow him into his strange alternative reality.
Bilton’s protagonists are well-intentioned
bunglers, stumbling from disaster to catastrophe
with fatalistic bonhomie. There are frequent cries of
“Well what could I do?” and “What did I expect?”
Nick is one such character. He reappears
throughout the collection, part hapless anti-hero and
part stand-up comedian. “How much rain?” he asks
us in ‘Lewelling’ – “Think of a bucket of water being
poured over a feather bed. Now think of a swimming
pool being emptied over the same bed. What’s that?
What’s a bed doing out in the rain? Listen, forget the
bed… in fact there is no bed, just rain.”
You can’t help but follow him, incredulous, as he
posts a lost dog through a stranger’s window and
ends up getting arrested – well what did he expect?
Walla Walla Washington reads like a classic
anxiety dream; Professor Milton must deliver a paper
in an unfamiliar university but he just can’t seem to
get to where he needs to be. He finds himself
lurching, half-blind and wounded through mist and
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murk, mysterious blobs and obscure shapes looming
towards him. There is a hallucinatory intensity to the
story that is reminiscent of ‘The Known and

Unknown Sea’. We meet again the returning motif of
the unseen beast – hairy and scary and barely a
snuffle away. As always, Bilton diffuses the horror
with comedy: “The thing had mass, bulk, weight; how
would my wool mix protect me against that?”
Many of the stories are set in European cities and
characters often speak with an odd or antiquated
manner. Exclamations of Foo! Pff! Ho! and Tch!
pepper the text, giving it a distinctly un-British
flavour. It all adds to the sense of dislocation and
temporal displacement, mixing the familiar and the
strange – our own world but off-kilter.
Where many of the stories could be described as
magic-realist, ‘Anywhere out of the World’ pushes
past this boundary into the realms of the absurd.
Urbino is a Parisian postman, burdened with the
impossible task of delivering a letter to a house that
doesn’t exist. His investigations lead him on a wild
goose chase past a cast of crazy characters, rather
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like a train ride through a comic house of horrors.
There are talking cauliflowers, Kafka-esque insects,
and the dialogue is very funny: "O Madame, your pain
aux raisins are so flaky – are you able to let me a
room..."
An intensely visual writer, Bilton’s prose drips
colour and light, tone and texture. The colour blue
seeps through many of the stories; a signifier of the
other world just beyond the one we know. Rather like
paint dribbling down from one canvas onto the next,
certain motifs and phrases reappear throughout the
collection, creating links between the stories,
smearing the edges between worlds.

‘Night School’ has a fairy tale quality – the story of
a little girl whose shadow takes on an identity of its
own, separating itself from the sleeping child to lead
a secret, nocturnal life and sapping the living child of
her life force. In her attempt to rescue the child, the
mother falls victim to the same malady and is
literally consumed by her own darkness. One of the
few stories in the collection that is more tragic than
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comic, it packs a powerful punch as a metaphor for
depression.
In ‘The Honeymoon Suite’ Adam and Zdenka’s
marriage begins with such promise but as their
wedding night draws on, a series of seemingly
insignificant events sends them spiralling away from
one another, down the labyrinthine corridors of their
hotel. In the tragi-comic farce that ensues, the couple
become separated in time, lost and alone. But this is a
story with two endings and it is for the reader to
decide which is true. Perhaps they are happily
reunited, or perhaps they remain lost in the folds of
time, separated from one another forever. Obscured
beneath a barrage of witty quips and slapstick
routines, there is an underlying pathos to many of
Bilton’s stories; they deal with loneliness and sadness,
a feeling of powerlessness.
The horror of aging is a recurring theme. In ‘Two

white, One Blue,’ the befuddled Nussbaum struggles
to find his lost pills and hat, and in the pursuit of
these, he seems at last to lose the plot of his own life.
“And to face it alone,” he cries, “hatless, pill-less
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without medication of any kind…” As always with
Bilton’s stories, comedy and tragedy are flipped
interchangeably – two sides of the same coin.
There are echoes of Cheever’s ‘The Swimmer’ in

‘The Pool at Weine Street’. The aged protagonist finds
himself stumbling along a dual carriageway, seminaked and barefoot, traffic horns blaring at him as he
attempts to find his way home. A melancholy
reflection on mortality, the story leads our hero into
the deep end. “Ah, Miss what happened to the two of
us?” he asks, “How did it go by so fast?”
In ‘Venice in Blue’, Urbino – the Postman from

‘Anywhere out of the World’ – is reincarnated as a
bug exterminator. In this version of reality, he is sent
to eradicate a flea infestation – fleas hop between all
of the stories. Just as in his previous life, Urbino
stumbles across a mysterious painting by the elusive
artist, Ferrant. These strange blue paintings offer an
escape from reality, allowing Bilton’s characters to
step inside the artist’s imagination. But once there,
can they ever return?
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There is nothing banal or commonplace in this
short story collection; it is fiction at its most escapist
– fantastical and utterly absorbing. I found myself as
wrapt as Urbino, in ‘Venice in Blue’, stepping into
Ferrant’s painting: “The blue deepened, the shapes
blurred, and just for a moment the gnawing of the
insects seemed very far away.”

review by

Sarah Reynolds

‘Anywhere out of the World’ by Alan Bilton is
available for £9.99 from Cillian Press @
http://www.cillianpress.co.uk/anywhere-out-ofthe-world/
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at Royal Holloway, University of London.
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Father
West Berlin
I grip onto the wall as if it might crumble like the
sandcastles I used to build, on trips to the Müggelsee,
under his watchful eye. I stand on my tiptoes. The pipe
beneath my feet wobbles and I bend my knees to
steady myself. I am trying to find him all over again.
Once as a child, I ran around in my bathing suit, calling
his name until my throat burned and my heart
strained against my chest. And then I saw him, mouth
drooping into chin, nostrils flared, the deep crease
between his brows that only appeared when he was
angry or confused. I ran towards him and once my
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arms were around his waist, and my head rested
against his hip, I watched my mother turn into a dot
on the horizon. Father. He took my hand and we
walked in the opposite direction to her. The sand
crunched between my toes and on the train home he
carefully wiped each one clean with a towel.
‘Can you see him yet?’ Joachim asks.
I shake my head.
Joachim steps onto the pipe. His breath causes the
hairs to rise on the back of my neck despite my thick
scarf. The scarf belonged to my father; I grabbed it
from the coat stand the night I left. A party in the
West, I said. He smiled and nodded and did not ask any
of the questions he wanted to. I scrawled the address
and telephone number of the apartment I was going to
onto a piece of paper. He held my hand, pen and all,
when I drew the curves of the final digit, an eight, and
looked at me as an artist examines their muse. Father.
Run along, he said. He kissed me. His beard tickled my
cheek.
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I peer between the barbed wire lines. The snow
bleeds through my gloves but I do not let go of the
wall. Joachim leaps from the pipe. My legs shake but I
do not flinch or turn back to look at him. A match
hisses. Joachim’s smoky exhalations seem louder in
this moment as I edge closer to the wall so my toes kiss
it and my knees knock it like a fist against a door.
People walk with shopping bags and children hanging
off their arms, unaware of me and my Western gaze
fixated on them. A street I used to walk upon skirts the
other side of the wall. I would always trip where that
woman walks now. He would laugh, my father, when I
was a child and pull me to my feet. At home, he
bandaged my sore knees. There used to be a tree on
that street, still and stoic until the wind got up and
rustled its leaves into a fury; now a solider stands in
its place. I step closer to the wall because I want to see
his boots and the marks they leave in the snow.
‘Is he there now?’
‘No.’
Joachim grips the tails of my coat. He senses the
danger in bringing me here, in arranging this meeting
of sorts, in allowing me to walk up a bit of rusty pipe
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and touch the top of the wall. He knows I want to slip
my head between the barbed wire and call his name.

Father. Here. Here. When I bend my elbows to lift
myself upwards he tugs on my coat with a ferocity I
have not seen or felt in our three years of marriage.
‘No, Helene. You wave. He waves. That is all.’
I hear my mother's voice snake through the pauses
between his syllables. You wave. That is all. I was not
to run after my father as he boarded the train in a
uniform that irritated my chin and cheeks and made
my eyes water. I could not help but sob as he walked
away. Father. She yanked my braid. No drama. She
demanded silence and belted me when the air raid
sirens howled into the night as if I might have caused
them, as if I were a four year-old with magical powers.
Sometimes I thought I had magical powers. I wished
him home to me. I sent prayers into the bellies of
bombers. He returned. She left her heavy footprints in
the sand when she never looked back.
‘Helene, what do you see?’
‘People who aren't my father, Joachim.’
‘He said he'd be there.’
‘How do you know?’
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‘I have my ways.’
I laugh. My husband and father spoke behind my
back once before. My father told Joachim to hold me
back one evening while I was in my room getting
ready for a dinner date and they were sat across from
each other at the dining table. If something happens
when you are in the West, do not bring her back, my
father said. Joachim frowned. If you cannot walk
freely back home, do not bring her back. Do you
understand? Joachim nodded. The morning after the
party, I scratched his face when he would not let me
go through the wire fence. He told me then. I cried. I
cried for my father, for the clothes he would shrink in
the wash, for the dishes he did not know how to cook,
for the weight he would lose without me. The wall
changed from wire to concrete, holding me back as my
mother did that day, the day the train pulled my father
from the station, from Berlin. I push against the wall,
lean my full weight against it, as I did to my mother’s
arm. She glared at me and did not bother to wave him
goodbye. I rest my weight on one leg and place my
head close to the wire. I look to the left, see an
intersection, a motorcar, a child with a sled, a soldier
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scolds him or her. To the right, I see another car, a
mother collecting her groceries from the street, a
bread roll decorated with snow. And then, I see him.

Father.
I am not sure if the pipe or my own clumsiness
causes my fall but I am lying, looking upwards at the
sky. The clouds look dirty, as if they gobbled up the
city and did not wipe their mouths after the feast.
Joachim touches my cheek, clicks his tongue against
the roof of his mouth. His cigarette bobs up and down
as he mutters a reprimand which does not make itself
known in any way other than the movement of his
cracked lips.
I lean on Joachim and allow him to pull me back to
my feet. The pipe shakes beneath me as I walk up it. I
grip the wall once again. My father’s hair is now white
as the snow on the ground around him. He used to ask
me to kiss his receding hairline when I was a child to
help it grow back. Of course, it never did. I kissed his
forehead the last time I saw him. Before he closed the
door and slid the latch across. I promised I would
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make potato and leek soup, his favourite, when I
returned the following day. He shook his head. You
stay with your friends. Have fun. I can look after
myself. I protested. He shooed me away. If I had
known then, I would have planted my foot between
the door and its frame and insisted we drink another
cup of coffee together. I would have wiled away the
evening at the table, him at the head and me to his
right. And when morning came, I would have opened
the curtains and seen the barbed wire wall in the
distance. But then again, if I knew, perhaps I would
not have stayed. Perhaps I would have insisted he
come with me. We could have arranged our life over
breakfast in a café the following morning. We could
have slipped back and forth, collected our belongings.
My father looks up. I wave. He nods. Joachim told
me not to expect any grand gestures. He just wanted
me to see that my father was getting enough to eat,
that he has mastered the art of laundry, that he can
still smile after all these years of an empty apartment.
I press my hand to my chest, trying to stop my heart
from bursting out into the East. I put my free hand to
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my face, indicating his beard. Where has it gone? He
points. I look at the woman standing next to him. She
smiles and raises her hand as if to wave. My father
takes her free hand in his and squeezes it. He mouths
something. I push my head closer.
The wire bites into my skin. I want him to shout. I
want to hear his voice. I want to know the name of the
woman wearing a black coat and brown shoes. The
pipe wobbles beneath my feet. My father speaks, but I
cannot make out the word. The woman dusts one of
my father’s shoulders. He dusts one of hers in return.
They laugh. He looks at me again. We stand, peering
through rows of wire, for what seems like a lifetime. I
study him as I did when he returned from the war, as
I did when my mother left, scanning the points of his
pain: an excess of water in his eyes, red patches on his
cheeks, indents left by his teeth on his bottom lip. I can
barely make out the details of his face today, but I
know his expression does not possess any of these
signs
‘How does he look?’ Joachim asks.
‘OK.’
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Actor and director Kevin Allen will be familiar to
you by face as an actor whose appeared in a
whole range of iconic British comedies including
Bottom, the Comic Strip Presents and The Thin Blue
Line he will also be familiar to you by name as the
director and screenwriter of Under Milk Wood
and Twin Town, a widely celebrated film, the
sequel to which Allen is now working on. Our Film
buff and long-time Allen fan Nathan Llewellyn
caught up with the utterly charming man for a
ranging and raucous chat. Enjoy …

How has the film industry
changed in the 20 years
since you made Twin Town?

A

The film industry has changed
over 20 years significantly
especially here in Wales. We
didn't make many films 20 years
ago, we make a lot of films now.
We've developed what they call an ‘industry’,
however it's an industry that pandas to America
on the whole; it's basically a runway for
Hollywood. Independent films are in trouble,
it's a flooded market, too many people are
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making films for an audience that doesn't really
exist. Not enough people are going to see
independent films. Well, that's not entirely
correct, people are going to see independent
films it's just there are only so many seats that
can accommodate an audience to go and see a
film so they don't really exist. Everything is
geared towards the multiplex. The Digital
Revolution to an extent has changed it but I
don't think it's really changed our capacity to
tell stories, good stories, to each other,
technology has just made things a little bit
quicker and a few things a little bit more cost
effective that's all. But writing hasn’t improved
in the last 20 years? What's the most important
thing about a movie? Writing, script work. If
you don't have a script you haven't got a film.
You can have a framework but you still have to
be very prepared. What's really come along in
20 years? Nothing really. Not in terms of
storytelling. Tell me some stories that have
improved in 20 years {laughs}. What are people
making films about? I look for them all the time
online and I don't find many I really want to see.
I think more quality, less quantity is the order
of the day. It's a tough order.

Do you think there is less
quality control then, with
the floodgates being open and
everyone being able to make a
film because of the digital
age, and the digital revolution?
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To a point, yeah. You know a kid
can make a film on his iPhone in
his bedroom.

A

Tangerine was quite...
That was an anomaly. It was a one off. We
already knew that. So what? We already knew
that a kid can make a film, just like a band can
make an album in the garage, so what? So
fucking what? Great in terms of its retail value,
its marketable value; it's a play thing. Fantastic,
I'm not going to knock that. Everyone's at it,
kids everywhere want to be a film director,
everyone wants to be a music producer,
everyone wants to be an actor and it's all great,
it all makes business for the universities. Really
it's still a supply and demand market, having
said that it's pretty sewn up as well {laughs} if
the market doesn't want you in its market it can
close ranks and do exactly that pretty quickly.
When you get outside of the creative
components of filmmaking, you are dealing
with a bunch of people that could easily be
dealing in washing machine parts. They are a
global worldwide club that are distributors,
sales agents, exhibitors, etcetera. They are all
part of the same club and no one particularly
rocks that boat because that's what we call the
establishment so that’s who you are ultimately
making films for. If you don't want to play that
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game you have to find some other platforms
through which to show your work of art, your
product, your film, whatever, it's tough.

Is Hollywood that type of
club where to get a
membership you need to be
in the door and then once
you are in, you’re in? That sort of
old boys’ club mentality?
It's not once you’re in you’re in, it's a very fast
moving conveyor belt. There's a huge
generational shift on a regular basis. There’s old
school Hollywood and there’s
new
school
Hollywood.
There’s Harvard Hollywood
and
then
there’s
Yale
Hollywood. Yeah it is a club,
the academy and Hollywood,
of course it is. You either play
the game or you don't survive it, it's a simple as
that. You can be invited in as an auteur, as a
maverick, up to a point. You ask Francis
Coppola if he's part of a club. Having said that
there's a huge independent film making culture
in LA, something we are completely unaware of.
Your regular cinema goer here would be
completely unaware of the huge volume of

A
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good to excellent independent films that they
make. They have more platforms on which to
show these films; low budget and independent
films in America are much bigger than in the
UK, we don't get to see a great deal here.

Is it that Kickstarter
mentality of self-financing
and crowdsourcing, does that
work for independent film?

A

It’s just nonsense, but yes to a
point. It's not relevant to the
industry, it's just like starting a
charity. As a one-off it's great,
Kickstarter engineering can
possibly help with the publicity or marketing of
a film by generating added awareness which is
something we might try with Twin Town 2
actually.
There's a lot of good will towards Twin Town in
this country, we have a big cult platform on
which to build on to. One way of tapping into it
is to maybe give everyone a piece of the action
and no matter how token that is, in turn it can
help generate publicity.
But good luck to you if you want to go and raise
two million on a Kickstarter campaign to make
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a film. It's very labour intensive; if you've got
the time, if you’ve got the resources, fantastic,
go for it. What are you going to do when you
have your two million to make it, who are you
going to sell it to? What about all the people
who are part of that Kickstarter campaign?
When they ask you where are we going to see
that film, what are you going to say? Good luck
there.

And cinema in the digital
age, do you think there is
still space for going to the
cinema?
Yeah I think every town should have an
independent cinema, a pop up or whatever.
Every single town in the country should have
something. Things like the
Taliesin aren’t my cup of tea
though, it's what I call 1982,
edgy prop and black leggings.
Don't get too carried away by
that Picture house thing
either, all that hipster bollocks doesn't make it.
Anyway Picture house is a money making
exercise, don't kid yourself that if you put a
fucking cappuccino and a couple of cookies on
the table it means we are all happy clappy to see
great films again, because we aren’t and it's just
bullshit. People are in it for money; Picture
house is a very well-orchestrated piece of
bullshit.

A
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It works though, they are always
full.
It's a pretty easy recipe. Even in
places like Swansea, which is the end
of the line in terms of sophistication,
it doesn't take a genius to work out that there
are people in this city that would definitely like
to go to a much nicer place than Vue to watch a
film. What will happen is the people that own
the Vue and the Odeon will see and they will cop
on pretty quickly, like they have with Picture
house, it’s mainstream! As soon as a little film
starts to make serious dough people notice.
They all had a crack in 1999 with The Full Monty
and Billy Elliot, all that fucking stuff. They
thought fucking hell, those fucking Brits just
made a film for four million quid and made a
fortune!

A

What did you find were the main
differences between making Twin
Town in Swansea and going to
Hollywood?
First and foremost Twin Town is a
studio movie, so there's nothing
independent about that. A lot of
people didn't realise that it's a
Polygram film studio movie, just because it is
set in Swansea. It was part of a studio system

A
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and fully financed by the studio. I was
incredibly fortunate for a first time director.

How did that come about, how did
you get that gig and the
financing from a studio?
I knew Andrew McDonald who made
Trainspotting and Danny, the director of
Trainspotting. They knew I was writing this
thing set in Wales, liked it and
fortunately Andrew could get it
financed at Polygram. They financed
Trainspotting and wanted to market it as the
‘Welsh Trainspotting’, which I despised, but
there was nothing I could do about that.
Hollywood is different. t's a big, gigantic film
factory; it's not all rubbish, it's not all Disney,
it's not all plastic. I found Los Angeles a very
interesting city, I just didn't want to talk about
fucking films all day.

A

So Twin Town 2, what's that got
to do with contemporary Swansea,
if anything at all?

A
Nothing, it's going to be Llanelli.
Does it state that it's in Llanelli and
not Swansea?
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It doesn't matter, it's just a town. Swansea is
irrelevant to Twin Town, it's only relevant to
people who live here. To anyone that
doesn't live here it's just a Welsh
seaside town. Llanelli has a different
sound and a different look to
Swansea. It's not about Llanelli, it's just the
movement from the urban setting in the first
film to a more rural setting. Twin Town is urban
- in fact I was going to shoot it elsewhere. The
second time around it's a different enclave of
South Wales, it's still Welsh. I'm not going to
make a version of the first one, that would be
insane. It will have a similar aesthetic, I will use
music in a similar way, I will carry that choral
thing through. It'll be undoubtedly Twin Townesque but the fact that it goes to another town
doesn't matter at all. The themes and story
could be anywhere, it's a universal story of
revenge, it could be any shitty city around
Great Britain. If I made it in Sunderland it
would have been authentically of Sunderland, I
knew Swansea better was all.

A

Has the cultural landscape of
Wales changed?
{laughs} You mean Cool Cymru? I don't think I
could have ever made a version of Twin Town 2
during the Blair cappuccino years, that's for
sure. I don't see a great deal of
difference culturally. If anything
culture has become more ghettoised

A
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through another institution I despise, the Arts
Council. Those people that dish out money. It
gets full of people who were there not by virtue
of merit, but just by virtue of being part of an
institutionalized system of culture. So you end
up with a ghetto of artists who depend on that
cap-in-hand handout and they all get to know
each other really well. It’s created its own
culture. That's what I don't like about the
Taliesin; it has this wiff of Arts Council and all
that crafty shit. It's demographic is the blue
rinses that turn right to Mumbles. The cinema
and theatre should be run by someone who is
passionate about film, passionate about
theatre.

In light of everything that happened
with the EU funding being pulled
from Wales, do you think there
is a future for the Arts?
Arts is the only thing Wales really has
left, other than universities and
tourism. The creative industries is
our last roll of the dice. Universities
are going to suffer hugely from coming out of
the EU, so are tourism and culture.
Unfortunately you've got mental retards like
Visit Wales. These people who went to
Aberystwyth University who are best friends
with another person, who happens to be very
high up in S4C. I'm not in a business to make
films for Visit Wales. If anyone says to me “your
film Twin Town didn't sell Swansea very well”

A
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I'll say tough shit, I couldn't care less. Did you
watch Taxi Driver and say “I didn't get a good
idea of New York”, that's insane. There's a huge
middle ground of culture and of people and a
way of life not represented by S4C and BBC
Wales. There is a difference between them, and
I understand that, but maybe that's why Twin
Town resonated with some people; it just
connected to that middle ground that you don't
get from those two places.

In Dylan Thomas (Under
Milkwood) you had
existentialism magic realism, and
it's Welsh; not a big money spinner?

A

Dylan Thomas doesn't sell, a couple of
generations have never heard of him.
It was a huge amount of fun and I
really wanted to make it. I spent nine years
farming and being part of a small rural
community like Llareggub, knowing everyone's
business; nosy old cows. I lived that life for real
as a farmer so I felt equipped to have a go. I had
my version of Under Milkwood that I wanted to
do; deeply surreal. There is so much about Twin
Town that is a love/hate relationship about
where you are from. Under Milkwood is very
much about that dichotomy. Loving and hating
it was Dylan Thomas' acerbic love letter to his
culture in many ways. I made a lovely, love the
Welsh language film. We got more than the
reaction that we wanted which was great,
especially for such a Marmite movie. I’d hate to
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have made a version that people thought was
just ok. I think people really liked it or they
really didn't.

Do you think The Dare is an
element of you coming full
circle?
I do like making films here. It was
something about when we made
Twin Town and Under Milkwood that
I really enjoyed. I don't know, maybe
there's something in the water here. Dylan
Thomas wrote his best work here and I think I
have an eye for detail here.

A

Do you think that has something
to do with you being from this
part of the world?
I honestly don't know. Maybe in those
teenage years you’re so impressionable
you sponge it all up. I'm in the business
now, I’m trying to attract a business of
work.

Is that Ffati films?

A
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Yeah, my business partner in Ffati is heavily
involved in advising Welsh government and the
media input here. Taylor Wells can
actually accommodate a huge wide
spectrum of storytelling beyond just
that chocolate box shit.

A

So is the intention to work here
and stay here?
Absolutely, I've got four kids, I'm not going
anywhere. I like it here. I don't really want to go
away to make films, I'm not a director for hire
and I never have been. I'm not a
career film-maker. I like doing things
that give me stories and life
experience; if I had to go and open a
fish cafe tomorrow, I would. I don't wank about
making films! For some people it's their entire
life, but it's not mine. I can't make films without
life experience, it'd just be dull. I'm sort of over
the glamour and ego part of it. If it is a good
story to be told, great, I’ll have a crack at it.
Financing a movie doesn't get any easier
though, especially the older you get. It's a young
person’s game and I'm a pensioner in
filmmaking terms; when I made my first film I
was the youngest British feature film director.

A

N.L.
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Mourneabbey, Co Cork, Ireland, and was educated in
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Trouble In Mind
You may laugh, it’s sort of funny
The way mind games usually are,
Not reading the mess I had written
In diaries held privately, in an obvious cubby hole.
Constantly reading, blocking out misery
Still alone in the classroom, fearing stasis
A musical repetition drowns the fever
More classified the better, without voices.
Crawling without purpose, stalling, go down
A round trip to Ballymun would sort me out
No outward reason to stay troubled
Causing grief for others for no good reason.
Hands-on, odds-on, misery is finite
Non-existent, attention seeking par excellence
Self-pity is an act of social proportions
Counting blessings is probably the way to go.
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The monster wants its fix. Happy clapping
Masking disappointment from various peers
Pressurising a past where none existed
Cutting swathes through badness in mind.
Sleeping in waith for death, assisted or not.
Vomiting uncertainties to end it all
Nailed the exact moment the assistance to call
To surface a situation requiring taste.
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Cash On Delivery
Photocopied, written, checked all over again
In a lucky postbox, therefore should relax.
Out of my hands now, please let me trust
The postage system, as was done before.
These are professionals, they know what they’re
doing
Made the check to the right person, what else can I
do
Ringing through confusion for a happy ending
Loss through the post a constant terror.
A cartoony situation, will laugh in a few weeks
Parasitic income drips to a close.
I am still hyperventilating, guarding against
Something inevitable, or not evitable at all.
Repeated rosaries dull the heightened pain
Heart rate through the roof, a costly exercise
If not done right, I pay in instalments
Bleeding dry for one in poor company.
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Lie by the phone, ambushed by non-payment
Solicitor’s letter unavoidably alights the landing
I photocopied, wrote, checked all over againn
The headed missive still bleeding me dry.
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Wendy Holborow’s poetry has been published
internationally and placed in competitions. She studied
for a Masters in Creative Writing at Swansea University.
Two collections, After the Silent Phone Call (Poetry
Salzburg 2015), and An Italian Afternoon forthcoming
from Indigo Dreams She was selected as an International
Merit Award winner by the Atlanta Review in 2015
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Reflections
In the darkened glass
of Rome’s subway trains
solid images
segue
*
two brooches
glitter on a lapel
two pendants
dangle at her throat
hair backcombed

to bouffancy

epicanthic eyes
stare
back
*
as she strolls
umbrella palms

in the Borghese gardens
give
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parasol shade
light
vacillates
causes

swinging
shadows

short and squat
elongated
her alter ego

or

in

sun’s

angles

creeps alongside

squints at her face
*
when her shadow dies
so will she
rise
will her ghost

from ochre bones?

will mirrors be restless
with absence
drag her
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into the stagnant

waters

of Lethe?

*
will her mirror-shadow-reflection
stalk

her ghost?
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On the Train to Rome

The Tiber,
the freeway,
the railway tracks
crisscross,
over
and under
concrete-pillared
viaducts and
ancient stone
bridges
as if a kid,
has thrown
its toys.
Trucks
thunder,
cars whizz
past.
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Yet it is a rural scene of rugged castles,
Etruscan villages balancing on hilltops
their view sweeping to the plains
of curling ribbons of water
of cars and trucks
and trains.
The valley
intersected
with secret fields
of corn and sunflowers
and scarlet poppies and deep
blue cornflowers, girded by circling
forests where wild boar and deer run free.

Pylons march,
stand taller
than everything
else,
forward
to Rome
or back
to Florence,
depending on
which way
you’re heading
in this
honeycomb
of world
where
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tall, pink mallows in showy splendour
edge the tracks, escape into gardens
or vice versa, while ferns thrive in
chippings between the railway
lines and horses run from
the speeding train
in astonishment.

Running
lines,
merge
sometimes
where she wants

on parallel
railway tracks
and diverge
they do not stop
to get off
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lives in Swansea with her three dogs, Betsy, Teddy, and
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The Bird Wall

Slicks of butter still clinging to his lip corners, Jimmy
pushed his crumbed breakfast plate away across the
table and counted out half a minute in his head,
plotting, with each passing second, his path over the
kitchen tiles. One – right foot, white tile. Two – left
foot, black tile. His mother would spend less than
three minutes unpinning her rollers, he’d timed it, but
it was his best opportunity to sneak out unnoticed. He
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rose and begun his tiptoe to freedom. He did not allow
his heart to bump out another beat until he had pulled
the back door closed behind him.
The morning was still a soft pink colour. One lazy
bumblebee zigzagged through the air, its motorised
hum loud in the early stillness: it was the first Jimmy
had seen this year. He lifted his shirt and wiped his
mouth, then sucked in a deep breath and whispered,
“On your marks, get set, go,” before darting down the
garden towards the gate at the bottom.
Putting his hand to the latch, he glanced up to
check that his mother was not at the window; that his
father was not whistling his way around the side of the
house. All was quiet. He lifted the latch and slipped
out into the lane.
There, he stood with his back to the wall, his hands
spread over the cool brick, listening for voices. At his
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feet, yellowy tussocks stuck up and stabbed through
his socks, making his skin itch. The grass edging the
lane was dry and sandy and dead-looking. There was
no sound now but for the yolping and yodelling of
seagulls as they swooped from garden to garden and
told each other of their findings.
Jimmy watched a pair land on top of his garage
with a rapid bu-bump. They were noisy and heavy on
their slapping orange feet. They moved, he thought,
like comedians; their bellies sticking out in front of
them like Oliver Hardy’s. He’d seen Laurel and Hardy
at the pictures and hadn’t liked Laurel so much. His
father had done the dance afterwards, nearly all the
way home, and he’d looked more like Hardy.
Jimmy exhaled finally. No one knew he was out
here. He stepped into the centre of the lane and
scuffed a shoed toe against the gravel, twisting it back
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and forth so that it tunnelled deeper into the loose
surface. His heart was beating hard in his ears now.
He couldn’t stop it. Everyone knew you didn’t mess
with Mr Shinkin.
He sneaked a look at his neighbour’s garden gate.
A long time back it had been painted blue, but now
spatters of grey wood showed through on the bottom
half, as though someone had kicked it open. Perhaps
some other boy had had to thieve his ball back. Jimmy
moved closer to the gate and stopped again to listen.
Yesterday, he’d stood with his ear to the wall
between his garden and Mr Shinkin’s. “Please, Mr
Shinkin,” he’d said. “Can’t you just throw it back?”
“No, boy,” Mr Shinkin had replied, his words slow
and crackly, as though they were coming through the
wireless. “I told you last time.”
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“I don’t remember.

What did you tell me, Mr

Shinkin? I’ll remember it for next time.”
There was a long pause and a shuffling sound. “I
said you aren’t coming back and fore here no more,”
Mr Shinkin had said, nearer to the wall this time. “I
won’t have you disturbing them. Now clear off.”
Jimmy put his hand to the latch of Mr Shinkin’s
gate. He pressed slowly down on the paddle and
watched the black bar rise. The gate began to creep
away from him, but Jimmy kept a grip on it, slowing it
down. He was expecting a creak but he didn’t hear the
hinges moan.

Behind him, the seagulls were still

yelling to each other.
As soon as there was a gap wide enough, Jimmy slid
between the gate and the frame, grazing his spine on
the wooden edge.
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Mr Shinkin’s garden was filled with brambles that
grew around and around themselves like giant spools
of wire. They stood, Jimmy guessed, about as high as
his own Dad. A narrow stone path ran between them.
Following it, Jimmy found that about halfway down
the length of the garden the brambles had been
cleared to make space for a vegetable patch. And that
was when he saw them – the birds.
He knew straight away that they were carrion
crows. He had a book on birds and, sometimes, his
mother would point at the ones they saw on the way
to school and test him on the names. She liked the
little ones, the sparrows especially, because they
made the same patterns in the air, she said, as a needle
and thread.
The crows looked as though the wind had caught
them and hurled them back against the brick wall,
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bashing their skulls in. Their wings were stretched
wide, and Jimmy thought for a moment that they had
somehow learned to hang motionless, like bats. He
took a careful step towards them, waiting for them to
take fright and launch themselves at him, snapping
and scratching with their beaks and claws. But as he
drew closer, he could see that they had been hung.
Strings hooked on nails were knotted around their
necks. They were dead, then. Definitely. A nail had
been hammered into the centre of each wing, so that
the birds were splayed out, like Jesus on the cross.
And there were loads of them, loads, dotted evenly
over the brickwork in a chessboard pattern. Now and
then, their feathers fluttered where the breeze was
catching them. It was as if they could still remember
what it was to fly.
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Jimmy wanted to touch one. Close up, he thought
them friendly-looking.

Their feathers shone with

splinters of chocolate and copper in the weak, early
sunlight; the shorter feathers on their heads looked as
soft as Kizzy’s tabby tail. He lifted a hand to the
nearest bird, but stopped short of stroking its dark
body. What if it had gone all squidgy, like that mouse
Kizzy brought into the house once?

They hadn’t

found it until it had started to smell, and Jimmy had
cried secretly in his bedroom after his father had
thrown it over the garage roof. He’d seen the horror
stuck in its round, glassy eyes.
Thinking about it embarrassed Jimmy. He’d only
been nine; maybe eight and a half. Being ten now, he
had to be much more sensible about the crows, and so
far, he thought he was doing well.
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“I wouldn’t touch them,” a voice said from behind
him.

Jimmy whipped around.

Mr Shinkin was

standing near his back door. His deep green waistcoat
and jacket were buttoned, but fell loose over his boney
body; his hat cast his shrivelled face into shadow.
Jimmy watched as his moustache twitched and moved
again. “They stick together, crows do,” he said. “They
see you handling one of their friends, they’re likely to
attack.”
Jimmy took a step away from the wall. “But they’re
dead,” he said quietly.
Mr Shinkin lifted one slow hand and pointed into
the sky. “He’s not.”
Jimmy tipped his head back: on top of his own
mother’s line-post stood a single quiet crow.

It

snapped its head this way and that, staring down at
the people below.
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“Come here,” Mr Shinkin whispered, standing tall
and stiff and beckoning with both hands. “Quick now,
Harold. He’s spied you.” He sounded so worried that
Jimmy crouched low and dashed towards him without
hesitation.
“I’m Jimmy, Mr Shinkin,” he whispered back then.
“Not Harold.”
“Don’t matter who you are. Just watch and learn,”
Mr Shinkin said and, putting one lumpy finger to his
mouth to shush Jimmy, he lowered himself to the
ground. Jimmy copied him. “Now, it’s important to
have a decoy bird,” Mr Shinkin explained. “Else the
others won’t go in.”
Jimmy looked again at the hanging birds. At the
foot of the wall, near the spooling brambles, was a
large, square, wire-meshed box. Inside, one lonely
crow perched on the rim of a bowl of filmy water. As
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Jimmy met its eye, it spread its wings and cracked its
head left then right before letting out a single sad
croak.
“Why do you want to trap them for?” Jimmy asked.
“To kill them, of course.”
“But why?”
Mr Shinkin closed his creased eyelids. “Have you
ever seen a lamb with its eyes pecked out, Harold?”
“Jimmy, Mr Shinkin.”
“Yes, Jimmy,” he said, pressing his freckled hand to
his forehead. “Of course Jimmy. Well, have you?”
“No.”
“Well, that’s why,” Mr Shinkin said. “That’s why.”

He was tired of having to explain things. At first he
hadn’t known why they’d asked him to look after
Harold. “Go on, Shink,” they’d said. “He likes you.”
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But in truth, the boy was nothing but a hindrance –
that’s why they’d forced him on Shink.
He put his finger to his lips again and listened for
the rustling of wings.
The smell of the farm was forever at the back of his
throat, and Shink could feel it hanging there now, hot
and rich and moist. The smell of life. That’s why he
had to get rid of the crows – to stop it turning sour.
He’d been fighting them since that first lambing, when
he’d slogged up to top field and spotted a ewe nosing
at some immobile thing. She was one of the last to go,
and after all those days and sleepless nights of
watching and waiting and pulling and hoping, Shink
hadn’t been able to stand the sight of it, flat on its side,
its perfect whiteness broken only by that neat red
bullet hole. Carrion crows had the perfect weapons
for taking eyes.
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Later, Boss had found him with the lamb draped
over his legs, his hands holding up the floppy ears so
that it would seem, though blinded, to still be alive.
“What you doing, Shink?” Boss asked. He knew
how it was, the first time. He knew – Shink could tell.
“I didn’t want the mother to mourn,” Shink said,
his words coming slowly between the deepest of
breaths. “Do you think they mourn, Boss?”
“I think they must, for a while.”
“But then they forget, don’t they,” Shink said.
Placing the lamb back down on the grass, he stood. He
was fourteen. He was supposed to be ready for these
things. He looked straight at Boss, to show that his
eyes were dry.
Boss passed him a shovel. “You’re alright,” he said.
“Now, bury it up nice.”
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Shink hadn’t forgotten how patient Boss had been
that grey day; how he’d stood back and pretended to
inspect some of the ewes’ legs while Shink dug a hole
and lowered the still-warm body into it. He would
have to be as patient with Harold. And maybe, in time,
Harold would come to call him Boss. He’d like that.
But no, Harold had gone from the farm now, Shink
remembered. He’d been hurt. They’d seen him being
carried away, and Shink had waited for news up in top
field, where it was quiet.
He liked to sit amongst the sheep when he’d
finished his jobs for the day. At first, they would
watch him, their ears held straight outwards, and
push their noses up to sniff the air for his passing
smell. They would turn their yellow eyes on him and
he would look into their suspicious letterbox pupils
and see that they didn’t trust him. They always failed
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to trust him in those first moments. But he would
choose a place to sit still and silent in the grass, and as
the sky darkened and the farm buildings disappeared
slowly into the hills, they would drop their heads
gradually back to their grazing. Shink would listen
then to the meaty working of their jaws as they
cropped the grass, to the dull thudding of their hooves
as they sent each other galloping away with a sudden
flick of tail or head.
Yes, top field – that’s where he went, when Harold
was hurt. He didn’t know now why he’d thought
Harold was still at the farm.

The boy next to him shifted from his crouched
position and dropped onto his backside. Mr Shinkin
noticed how white his legs were; counted the bruises
between his knees and ankles.
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Jimmy saw the confusion fanning down Mr
Shinkin’s face and opened his mouth to ask what was
wrong, but Mr Shinkin gave a tiny shake of his head
and Jimmy closed his mouth again. They watched in
silence as the crow plunged off the line-post. From
underneath, the fan of its tail trembled like the rudder
of a ship; the five long feathers at each wing-tip
reached out like skinny fingers. As it neared the
ground, it gave a few hurried flaps of its wings, to level
itself before putting down its claws.
At his side, Jimmy felt Mr Shinkin tense up. He was
excited. But Jimmy didn’t want him to kill it now,
while he was watching. He didn’t know how he was
going to do it. What if it was really horrible? What if
it screamed? He squeezed his eyes shut and thought
out a jumbled string of words he remembered vaguely
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from his Sunday school prayers, as though that would
warn the bird away.
When he opened his eyes again, the crow was still
standing four or five yards distant from the trap. He
wanted to warn it properly; to stand up and wave his
arms and shout until it flapped away. But he couldn’t
do that in front of Mr Shinkin. Everyone knew what
Mr Shinkin was like when he was angry. Once, Jimmy
had seen him hit a boy with his stick, right in the knee.
He’d done it in the street, but no one had said
anything. You had to be kind to Mr Shinkin. His
mother had told him that. “He finds it hard,” she’d
said, “living with his daughter. We have to make
allowances.”
And Jimmy didn’t mind that, because they had to
make allowances for Kizzy now that she was old and
she wet in the house. He understood.
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The bird marched towards the trap, its black,
unbending legs shooting up and down like a toy
soldier’s, but slowly, as though it was measuring each
step. Jimmy held his breath as it moved closer and
closer to the wire mesh. There, it tap-danced left and
right, left and right in an intricate series of slowmotion hops, sometimes extending its wings,
sometimes pleating them away. It flipped its head
sideways to get a better look at the chunk of bread Mr
Shinkin had placed inside the trap, and began its
dance again. But the bird did not push into the hole
Mr Shinkin had made for it. Instead, it stepped close
to the wire and positioned its beak before one of the
hexagonal gaps, ready to poke it through.
Mr Shinkin dropped his head nearer to Jimmy’s.
“They’re clever beasts, see,” he muttered. “Canny
as a person, sometimes.”
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“Then how did you catch so many?”
“With a lot of time and a lot of patience,” Mr
Shinkin replied. “But don’t be fooled by them, mind.
Clever or not, they’re pests. They’ve got to go.”
“To protect the lambs,” Jimmy said slowly.
“That’s right,” Mr Shinkin said with a rattling sort
of laugh. “Now you’re learning.” The words came too
loud, and the crow shuffled his feathers before hophopping up and swooping away. Mr Shinkin put a
palm to Jimmy’s shoulder and clapped it a few times:
the old man’s touch was as light as a landing leaf.
“Next time,” he said and, pressing his hands to his
thighs, he forced himself up with the empty wheeze of
an accordion being unfolded. “Now go home, boy.”
“It’s Jimmy, Mr Shinkin. Remember.”
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“Yes. Jimmy,” he said. He turned towards the
house and, holding the door frame, climbed inside as
though he was scaling a high fence. “Of course.”
The back door was closed and Jimmy ambled along
the path. As he passed the bird wall, he hunched his
shoulders and clamped his arms to his sides, watching
the bodies from the corner of his eye. He knew they
were dead but whilst their feathers still twitched, he
couldn’t believe they would stay nailed to the wall.
Overhead, the seagulls spun and spun, racing out over
the houses and back again in a giant figure of eight.
When they came nearer, their cries bounced around in
Jimmy’s ears, but he didn’t mind. He was used to the
sound.
He looked up into a flat white pane of sun-glare. He
wanted to see their beaks; to check if they were sharp
enough to pluck out a lamb’s eye. If they were, he’d
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have to find a way to keep them away. He didn’t want
them ending up nailed to Mr Shinkin’s wall, too. And
so busy was his brain, whizzing through possible ways
to warn them, and get that lonely crow out of the trap
still alive, and stop Mr Shinkin, that when he let
himself back into his own garden, he had forgotten all
about his ball.

Shink was walking up the path towards middle field
when the first strands of sun cracked the sky open.
Harold was trailing behind him, yawning silently and
dragging his feet so that his wellies stuck in the mud
then made dull popping sounds as he pulled them out
again.
“We only have three,” Shink explained.

“Top,

middle, bottom. It’s pretty simple.” Shink peered
over his shoulder. “You listening, Harold?”
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“Top, middle, bottom,” Harold repeated.
“Same sheep stay in the same field, okay?
Hundred, or thereabouts, down the bottom; hundred
and sixty in the middle; only eighty or so up on the top.
Harsher up there, see. They end up stringier.”
Without opening his mouth, Harold made a short
affirmative noise. Shink knew now that this was his
way of saying ‘yes’.
“Do you remember why we feed them the
molasses?”
“To help with their di-ges-t-ion,” Harold answered.
Shink nodded. “Right. We’ll go around and check
for new lambs now then. Make sure the foxes or the
birds haven’t had any. And later we’ll bring them up
their feed.

That’s when we check for flystrike.

Remember what that is?”
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“It’s when the mag-gots dig holes in the sheep’s
fleshes,” Harold recited.
“A lot of it’s about protecting them, see, Harold.”
“Is that why you carry a gun, Shink?”
Shink measured the long weight of the shotgun in
his hand and nodded again. He’d taken three crows
yesterday. He was becoming a good shot. Not that he
liked doing it, mind. If no one was looking, he just
shooed them off and hoped they wouldn’t come back.
He opened the gate into middle field and let Harold
through, then dropped his voice.
“Now if you see one that isn’t moving, just sneak up
and make sure it’s alive,” he said. “They’ll lie on their
sides if they’re resting, see. But make sure you don’t
stress them. They’ve still got something wild in their
heads, this lot. They’ve still got their fear.”
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Whilst Harold shambled away across the field,
Shink leant back against the gate. The sheep nearest
to Harold scattered as he passed, opening their
mouths and thrusting out those long, wobbling blasts
of sound. Their cries left clouds on the dewy air.
Those further away kept grazing, feeling their way
towards the best grass with little nibbling movements
before snapping their heads back towards their front
legs to crop it. Shink exhaled and watched his own
breath drift away from him. He tried to keep his eye
on it, but within seconds it had melted into the mist
that hung over the farm and he closed his eyes to
listen to the low notes of the ewes and the sharper
notes of the lambs coming together in a tuneless,
happy arpeggio.
Shink liked it here. Sometimes, he hummed along
with the sheep, trying to link the notes together to
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make up one of the hymns, and when he played the
organ on a Sunday, he would remember their songs
and the thought would make him grin. It was that
smile which had persuaded Eluned to stay behind
after service to talk to him.

She thought him

passionate about his music, and told him so, and Shink
agreed with her, to charm her, before telling her that
what he loved most was the land.
He knew the smell of Cwm Ddu Farm. He knew the
shapes of the mountains on the other side of the
valley, and how, on flat, grey days, they looked bigger.
He knew the fast, crisp sound of the river that ran
down behind the farmhouse, and the point on the
skyline where the first splash of morning appeared
like a rose bloom. His feet could walk every inch of
this land without ever stumbling over an unfamiliar
surface. He was glad he’d come; glad he’d stayed. He
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was twenty. And Boss had told him that given another
ten years or so, he might know enough about ‘the art’
to take over as manager.
Other boys had come and gone. Some had stayed
for a good stretch. But none had stayed for good, and
Shink knew that Boss was looking to line someone up
for when the time came that he couldn’t do the work
anymore.

Boss was nearly sixty, and Shink had

wondered why he’d never had children, but he’d never
asked. He didn’t think he could now. They’d known
each other too long.
The sun broke fully through the cloud and spread
over Shink’s face, so thick and warm on his skin that
he thought no touch could be so perfect – not even
that of a woman. He tipped his head further back and
smiled into it. But a gentle clicking sound nearby, a
twig snapping perhaps, made him open his eyes.
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Next door’s boy was halted on the path, one arm in
front of him, the other behind, as though he’d
somehow turned to stone mid-run. Next door’s boy –
the thought came to Shink too easily, and he doubted
it, until he glanced left and right and saw the high
brick walls of a garden. His daughter’s garden.
“You again,” Mr Shinkin croaked, pushing himself
up in his deckchair with a sequence of movements so
slow and difficult that Jimmy was reminded of the
stuttering tick of clock-hands as they struggled
towards the hour.
Jimmy did not dare move. He stood and waited for
something to happen: for Mr Shinkin to shout at him,
or throw something at him, or chase him down the
garden with his stick.
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“Is it bothering you?” Mr Shinkin said finally,
nodding at the half-blackened wall. Still unmoving,
Jimmy tried to find something clever to say. He’d
been thinking all night about how he would steal into
the garden when Mr Shinkin went inside and open the
trap to free the crow; how he would hide the broken
trap behind the row of garages; how it would take Mr
Shinkin forever to build another one. But he couldn’t
say any of those things.
“Couldn’t we maybe just let this one out, Mr
Shinkin?” he said. “Only for a little while.”
To Jimmy’s left, the trapped crow stepped around
and around the water bowl. It didn’t dance, as that
other crow had yesterday. It looked more like one of
those arctic explorers he’d read about; as though its
legs were made too heavy by a pair of enormous
snowshoes; as though deep, deep snow were keeping
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it close to the ground. It tested its wings and found
them useless.
Jimmy didn’t know how long it had been in there,
but he knew it wanted to go back to the sky. He knew
it as well as he knew that when his mother had said
they should “make allowances” for Mr Shinkin, she
hadn’t meant this one.
“Come and sit here a minute,” Mr Shinkin said.
Jimmy obeyed and folded himself onto the ground
in front of Mr Shinkin’s deckchair. He was prepared
for a discussion.
Mr Shinkin cleared his throat.

“If you had to

choose,” he said, “a straight choice mind, between
letting that crow out of there, and keeping a lamb from
being killed, which would you choose?”
Jimmy frowned. He’d thought he’d be able to tell
Mr Shinkin that birds were born able to fly, so who
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were they to stop them?

And that it mustn’t be

punished like that, even if it had pecked someone’s
eyes out. After all, he had seen Mr Shinkin hit that boy
with his stick, and no one kept him a cage.
“Well,” Mr Shinkin said, “which is it, then? The
freedom of the crow or the life of the lamb? ‘Cause if
they don’t peck them all the way to death, something
else gets them afterwards. The foxes or the infection.”
Jimmy narrowed his eyes, concentrating on finding
a good answer; the right answer. Behind him, he heard
the crow testing its wings again. They made a faint
clapping sound on the warm spring air.
“There aren’t any lambs here,” he said.
“But there are, not so far away. And that crow can
get to them easy. Just a few flaps of its wings, that’s all
it’d take. You have to choose between them.”
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Jimmy realised then what his answer should be. He
couldn’t believe he hadn’t thought of it last night. His
mother would have, his mother was clever at winning
arguments, but he hadn’t been able to ask her. She
would stop him talking to Mr Shinkin if he told her
about the bird wall.
“It’s not my choice,” he said, pushing his chin up
high. “We have to leave it up to them.”
“Who’s them?”
“The crow,” Jimmy answered, “and the lamb. It’s
natural selection.”
Mr Shinkin nodded his head slowly. That, Jimmy
thought, was his way of saying it was a good answer.
But it wasn’t just any answer – Jimmy believed in it.
His friends would make fun of him if they knew. They
went egg hunting and fishing and all sorts of things,
but he hated it.
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One time, they’d caught a fish in the river up Dead
Man’s Woods and dragged it out and flung it sidedown on the grass. Its belly was the colour of butter
melting into toast. The rest of its body was silvery
blue, with dark purple and black spots that went right
to the tip of its top fin. Its three lower fins were so thin
and shiny that they seemed to be made of water. It
writhed and flipped as they watched, its muscular
head and tail lifting together so that it made the shape
of a crescent moon before slapping back against the
dry, crunchy grass. For all its effort, it went nowhere.
The rounded head cracked open and clamped shut
and, as it breathed in the suffocating air, its gills
pulsed open and closed, open and closed. In the cold
sunshine, the fish shone with a hundred different
colours. Its one eye, though, was dull, and getting
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duller, and Jimmy had grabbed it and thrown it back
into the river then made out it was just for laughs.
“Come back tomorrow,” Mr Shinkin said. “Maybe
we can let it go then.”
“Really?” Jimmy asked.
“Maybe,” Mr Shinkin answered.
He had no intention of letting the thing go, but
‘maybe’ tied him to nothing. He’d made much bigger
sorts of promises in his time; had been made much
bigger promises. The week Boss had turned sixty-five,
he had given Shink the farm. “Have it,” he’d said. “You
know it good as I do. You can have it so long as I can
stay in my own house, sleep in my own bed.”
But he’d failed to tell the law the same thing, and
when he’d died, nearly ninety years old and creased
happily into his very own bed linen, the nephew had
come and claimed the farm from Shink. Though the
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years of graft couldn’t be taken from his long, stiff
muscles, and the smell of the earth couldn’t be
scrubbed from his skin, the result wasn’t Shink’s to
keep. That’s what the lawyers told him: he didn’t have
a “chance in hell” of holding on to it.
He moved in with his daughter the next day.
“It’s nice and big,” she’d said, as she’d showed him
the garden.

He hadn’t visited Angharad’s house

before. She had always come to him, since he couldn’t
leave the farm. “You can do whatever you like with it.
Me and Geraint never use it anyway.”

And he’d

nodded and said thanks and walked up and down it as
though he was making plans, when all he could see
were the walls.
He didn’t know how she survived them, growing
up where she had. But Emyr had done the same thing,
slipped down the mountain and into town, and Shink
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hated to see them sitting in their boxy houses and
steering their motorcars up and down the same
straight streets. He wanted only to remember them as
they had been, six and eight years of age and trying to
ride the sheep across the hills.

Once or twice,

Angharad had even managed to mount one. She had
been his big hope for Cwm Ddu.
“What does it depend on?” Jimmy asked now,
interrupting.
“I’ll tell you tomorrow,” Mr Shinkin replied.

Jimmy went round every day after that. Sometimes
Mr Shinkin was waiting outside for him. Other times,
he was inside with Mr and Mrs Williams, and Jimmy
would sit cross-legged in front of the trap and watch
the crow, not daring to risk letting it out, but hoping
that today Mr Shinkin would say that they could.
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The crow didn’t take much notice of Jimmy. Jimmy
took a lot of notice of the crow, though. He laughed
when he saw that its feathers reached half way down
its legs, like boys’ shorts. He decided that the smooth
curve of its beak looked just like the claws on the crabs
down the beach. He peered close at its ha’pennycoloured eyes, and was surprised to find that it
blinked, now and then, its pale, filmy eyelids snapping
shut and open again. Jimmy thought they closed
sideways, the opposite way to humans, but they
moved too fast to really know.
He was fascinated. He’d read all his bird books
again this last week. There were drawings which
showed him how to tell the difference between
carrion crows and jackdaws and ravens, words about
how to recognise the points of a swift or the trickling
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tune of a robin. But they didn’t tell him about things
so small as eyelids.
Jimmy had always been more interested in the big
birds before. At school, when they were asked to
describe their favourite animal, he wrote about the
birds of prey, the owls. Now, it was the crow. He
watched it picking around the water bowl as flies
floated on their backs inside, six legs running on the
air; he noticed the mechanical way it put its beak to
the grass, then lifted its head back to the exact same
place, stopping between each movement as though it
had never moved at all. He had grown fond of it. He
even thought he would know its gravelly voice if it
was released and came crawking back one day to see
him.
He’d written a poem about that, and Miss Prosser
had asked him why he didn’t work so hard all the time.
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“You’d be a very clever boy indeed,” she’d said, “if you
always concentrated so hard.” She’d asked him to
draw a picture of his crow then. But Jimmy didn’t
want to draw it or write about it, really. He just
wanted to see it fly. Other crows weren’t the same. He
wanted to see this one, turning on the air and dipping
and swerving as though it was playing a gigantic game
of chase.
When he told Mr Shinkin that, Mr Shinkin smiled
and said, “There’s only one way to get what you want,
Harold.”
“What’s that?” Jimmy asked. He’d given up on
reminding Mr Shinkin that his name wasn’t Harold. It
would be one of those allowances his mother had
talked about.
“Get it for yourself.”
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Eventually, his mother asked him about Mr Shinkin.
They were sitting at the kitchen table. She was
wearing a pink and white pinny. The tap was spitting
drops of water into the sink and Jimmy was imagining
them exploding as they hit the bottom. In the living
room, his father was sleeping next to the wireless: the
voices drifted into the kitchen and out through the
open back door.
His mother put her hand to her mouth and pressed
her lips to the soft skin there. “Listen,” she begun.
“Why have you been going next door so much lately?”
Jimmy started kicking the table leg: his mother
always started with “Listen” when something bad had
happened. “I’ve just been talking to Mr Shinkin,” he
said. “He didn’t mind. He was teaching me about the
birds.”
“I thought you were scared of Mr Shinkin.”
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“Not anymore,” Jimmy said. “He’s just old, that’s
all. Like Kizzy.”
“That’s right,” his mother said. She turned to stare
out of the window and Jimmy copied her. Fat, lilac
evening clouds were creeping over the wall. “You
know when Kizzy went missing last year,” she said
then paused to wait for Jimmy to nod.

“Do you

remember how Daddy explained to you that she
might have gone off somewhere quiet to die? Do you
remember how he said cats do that sometimes?”
Jimmy nodded again. The table legs scraped over
the floor as he kept kicking, making a sound like Miss
Prosser’s chalk when she wrote on the school
blackboard.
“Well,” she finished slowly, “Mr Shinkin, see… he’s
done the same thing.”
Jimmy looked up. “You mean he’s dead.”
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His mother finally breathed out properly. It came
quick and heavy enough to sag her shoulders. She
made a downwards smile and put her hand on his
wrist. “Yes, bachgen. He died last night, but he was
very old and very ill, so it’s for the best. Do you
understand?”
Jimmy nodded. Then, after a long while, nodded
again. “Can I go out now?” he asked.
“But, it’s getting dark.”
“Just to get my ball back,” Jimmy said. “I won’t be
long. I left it in Mr Shinkin’s.”
“Go on, then,” she said, releasing his arm. “But be
quick.”
Jimmy jumped off his chair and rushed out the
back door and down the garden. He clattered through
the gate into the lane and skidded noisily on the
gravel. He wheeled towards Mr Shinkin’s. And it was
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only when he reached the blue next-door gate that he
remembered he had to be quiet.

Mr Shinkin’s

daughter and her husband would be inside. He took a
deep breath and put his hand cautiously to the latch.
The seagulls were in the lane again, standing on top of
the garages in silence, as though they knew something
secret was happening. In the fading light, their white
bits glowed.
Jimmy hunched in the shadow of the brambles and
padded down the garden. He knew now what he
would do. Without Mr Shinkin there to stop him, he
could just lift up the trap and let the crow go, like he’d
wanted to in the first place. He wiped his sweating
hands in the back of his shorts. He didn’t want to get
caught and have to explain himself.

Mr and Mrs

Williams wouldn’t want him messing with Mr
Shinkin’s stuff.
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He stopped to listen for the crow. On the street in
front of the houses, some boys were playing football.
The thump of the ball being kicked echoed over the
roofs as the teams went screaming after it, making
Cowboys and Indians noises. Jimmy dropped onto his
hands and knees and crawled as far as the vegetable
patch, slowing when the bird wall came into view to...
The trap was empty. The water bowl was still there,
flies drifting around on its surface, but the crow had
gone.
Jimmy stepped nearer to inspect it.

All four

sections were empty, though the trap didn’t seem to
have moved. He looked along the lines of birds. He
should have counted them; then he would know if the
last crow was hanging there, too.
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Forgetting that he ought to be sneaking, he turned,
tromped towards Mr Shinkin’s back door, and
knocked at it, hard.
“What happened to the one in the trap?” he blurted
when Mrs Williams came to the door. She frowned at
Jimmy, the skin on her forehead paling where her
eyebrows were pulling against her rollers. “Did Mr
Shinkin let it out?”
Mrs Williams looked from Jimmy to the trap and
back again. She bunched her lips up into the middle of
her face. “I don’t know, Jimmy. Sorry.”
“But, how many were there, on the wall? How
many were there before?”
Mrs Williams shook her head.

“I don’t know,

cariad. Geraint’s going to get rid of them tomorrow.
They’re awful, I know. Are they scaring you?”
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“No.” Jimmy shook his head too fast, as though he
had just surfaced from underwater and was flicking
his hair from his eyes. “They’re not awful. Honest,
Mrs Williams, they’re not. They’re clever. Canny, Mr
Shinkin said… Do you think it could’ve escaped, that
other one?”
“I suppose it could have,” Mrs Williams said
quietly. “But don’t worry. Like I said, Geraint will get
rid of them all.”
As Jimmy fidgeted from left foot to right foot to left
foot, Angharad stared at the birth mark that was
bunched below his left eye. It was the size and shape
of a prune, and she wondered if the children in his
class made fun of it. Perhaps that was why he’d spent
most of his school holidays keeping company with her
father.
“Can I help?” he asked.
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“If you’d like to.”
“Diolch.” He turned to leave, but stopped before
Mrs Williams had closed the door. “Mrs Williams,” he
said. “Who’s Harold?”
“Harold?” Mrs Williams answered. “Why would
you ask that?”
“Mr Shinkin said something about him.”
“He was a boy who used to work on our farm,”
Angharad said. She had considered, for a moment,
pretending she didn’t know who he was. But she
didn’t see the need for that, and the fence up on top
field was so clear in her mind suddenly that, though
she hadn’t thought about him for years, she found
herself saying, “Harold Price.” Her father had carved
the name into the wood before she was born, and each
time it began to fade, he would go and scrape away at
it with his knife until the letters were sharp and clear
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again. “This is what happens,” he would tell Angharad
and Emyr, “when you’re not careful on a farm.” And
though he never said the words, they’d known what
he meant. Things die.
“What happened to him?” Jimmy asked.
“There was an accident,” Mrs Williams answered.
“Just a silly accident.” She was looking over Jimmy’s
head now, along the rows of hanging birds. “No one
ever replaced him. It was just Dad after that.” Jimmy
nodded, drawing Angharad’s attention again. “What
was it you came round for, Jimmy?”
“My ball,” he answered quickly. “But I can’t find it.
It doesn’t matter. Good night, Mrs Williams.”
“Nos da,” she answered, and Jimmy stepped back
down the path, listening for the click of the door being
closed on him.
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A long orangey-red line had appeared at the
bottom of the sky, and Jimmy thought it looked as if
someone had stuck a pin in the sun and deflated it. He
didn’t rush home. In the lane, he slowed his dawdle
further by doing little Oliver Hardy dances. His eyes,
though, remained cast upwards. Now and then, small
birds flitted overhead, tiny insects swirled around on
the breeze. But Jimmy was looking for something else:
he was looking for a graceful swooping motion, and
wings with fingers, and a neat, fan-shaped tail. He was
looking for a shiny black comet that would slice away
across the sky. He was looking for that greatest of
birds. And so far, he couldn’t see it.
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The Gull’s celebrated, decorated, antiquated and
inebriated food critic Jay J. Gillray, 62, relieves his
contipated bile glands all over the place in his
new regular feature. This time he’s aiming his pisotl
at Gastronomic pubs….
Any opinions expressed are not necessarjily those of the gull
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well as a collection of bumpf

The problem is that the

on various annoying topics

would-be

such as ‘mouthfeel’, beer

hotchpotch

courses and pretzel recipes,

once again chosen style over

the

substance.

odious

meaningless

and

largely

spiel

on

“craftbeer.com” asserts that
there

are

three

principle

tenets of membership in their
association: craft breweries
should

be

“Traditional”,

“Independent” and “Small”.
The last of these seems to be
the most important and it is
laboured in a number of other
marketing platitudes on the
site.

According

to

Craftbeer.com “Craft brewers
are small brewers - very
small.”

aesthetic
Craft.com

has
even

admits
“Many of today’s craft
brewers also stray from
brewing
to
style
completely.
That
is
what makes their craft
brewed
beers
so
interesting.”
Telling. And this focus on
style and presentation has left
the content of these defining
pillars of the craft movement
conspicuously hollow, even
prone to collapse. The alleged
“Smallness” is the perfect
example.

There is nothing more likely
to appeal to the British
hipster boutique culture than
imported

interesting

small-batch

artisanal beer, packaged by
hand in heavy glass bottles.

Despite labouring a microbrewing ethic, the Brewers’
Association
gobsmackingly

offers

a

tractile

definition of a small brewery
as one which has “annual
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production

of

6

million

barrels of beer or less [sic]” So

first three products returned
are all from their stable.

it would seem craft beer is
actually really a marketing
term for any small, medium
or

large

production

beer

which aims its product at the

“MARTIN AND I (JAMES)
WERE
BORED
OF
THE
INDUSTRIALLY
BREWED
LAGERS AND STUFFY ALES
THAT DOMINATED THE UK
BEER MARKET.”

market susceptible to buying
into marketing fantasy & play

A rather empty sentiment

upon the disingenuousness of

when Brewdog have become a

those

leading craft beer producer in

people

who

feel

“passionately” about beer.

Britain. Their output in 2015
as listed on their website -

Here

comes

that

word

irritatingly in hectolitres (!) was 134,000 hl, which equates

again…

to around 23,580,703 pints,
267,963 kegs or around 40

“Our
biggest
mission
when we set up BrewDog
was to make other people
as
passionate
about
great craft beer as we
are.”

So states the website of
trendy British exspensoplonk
mongers, Brewdog. If you
type

“Craft

beer”

into

Tesco.com’s search field the

million 330ml bottles or cans
which seems to be their
preferred . Hardly small, eh?
Well actually the 6 million
barrel uppermost production
limit

that

the

Brewer’s

Association tolerates as craft
brewing, equates to around
1.2 BILLION imperial pints, or
17.2 m casks. So ‘craft’ could
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.

apply to a brewery more than

keeping public-house into

50 TIMES BIGGER even than

exclusive back-slapping clubs

Brewdog,

which

an

for well-healed gourmos. Find

institution

with

bars,

your own patch, you bastards!

distribution

Maybe we should think about

international

is
44

and over 500 employees.

reinstalling the cheap beer

In all honesty I have no

along with the stools at the

quarrel with people wishing

bar, lest we find the scallops

to enjoy a flavoursome beer

and schooners replace the

but I really do disdain the

locals all together, and once a

usurpation

pub has no locals, where is it?

of

pubs

by

marketing gimmicks and the
conversion of the egalitarian
and social tradition of
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By Dad
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I wish I’d
listened to
what my father
said……

Why Bert,
what did he
say?

I don’t know,
I wasn’t
listening.…
…

By

Dad
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Liz graduated from Swansea in 2012 with a PhD in
Creative Writing. Her stage play 'Hearts of Oak' had
its debut performance at the Dylan Thomas Centre in
2012 and In 2014, her play 'No5 Cwmdonkin Drive'
was staged at Swansea's 'Taliesin Theatre', Cardiff's
'Chapter Arts Centre' and Newport's 'Riverfront
Theatre' as well as the Dylan Thomas Birthplace.
Liz’s short fiction has appeared in Cheval 6, 7, 8 and
9.
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MERMAIDS

In their photograph, the Edwards’ girls looked like
mermaids: their tumbling hair unstyled to
perfection; Rachel’s eyes flooded with the blue of the
oceans, while her older sister’s iris flecked with the
gold of a thousand grains of sand. They were on the
crest of a wave: the one that would send them
crashing head-first onto the shore of womanhood.
Rachel’s mouth was now more lip-gloss red, than
lollipop-stained, and Natalie’s golden limbs
confirmed she had long-since traded sandcastles for
sunbathing.
A million pairs of eyes: teenagers of the nation and
their respective parents, watched from the magnolia
of their living rooms as the girls’ beauty outshined
even the 60- watt bulbs. Eventually, the adults
managed to break the girls’ gaze, and tuck into their
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home-cooking, convinced that the antioxidants in
the broccoli would protect them against all ills,
including the toxicity of the nightly news. The
teenagers knew better. As their families bent their
heads to scoop up vegetables, the teens inched closer
to the flat-screens despite the warnings about their
eyes. They knew that the only true tonic would come
from basking in the glow of the Edwards girls for a
little longer.
Without warning, the girls vanished from the
screen and thousands of teenagers recoiled in horror
at the close-up of the middle-aged newscaster’s
mouth, which stretched across the widescreen like
the mouth of a clown. She reeled off the autocue and
each pronounced consonant, and rounded vowel,
sounded like a fisherman casting his line out further
and further…beautiful sisters, straight-A students,

loving daughters, keen swimmers, beloved granddaughters, treasured friends…Then there was a jolt,
a whir, then an empty sort of click, as the fisherman
ran out of line.

“The girls have been missing for four days,
something that their mother, Cherie claims is highly
out of character. Last seen on Sandy Bay beach,
where they were holidaying with their parents; their
father, denies the girls would have got into difficulty
in the water, as they were keen swimmers.
Yesterday, he even told One News how his eldest,
Natalie had won several junior swimming medals.”
The screen cut to a video of the girls’ parents, who
clung to one another as if shipwrecked. The watchful
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eyes of the teenagers, even with their limited
knowledge of biology, could see Rachel’s lips and
Natalie’s eyes as they searched their griefstricken
faces: The only difference was these features were
marred with the markers of four-night’s lost sleep:
eyes-red raw and smudged with a worried blackness,
lips chewed to the point of bleeding. With every
passing minute of the video, stress seemed to carve
away at their faces, until, in the dying seconds, the
teenagers were sure they saw no resemblance at all.
They heard the newscaster before they saw her.
She appeared on screen, in longshot this time, rather
than nightmarish close-up. She seemed over-dressed
and stuffy in comparison to the Edwards girls’ and
their laid-bare beachyness. From the other side of the
screen, the other side of the generational divide, she
informed the teenagers, “This special report will
return after this short break,” as if they were
watching the cliff-hanger to their favourite tv show.
Suddenly the television screen was filled with the
gentle emotional-blackmail of charity adverts – that
came an hour too late, because their burgeoning
teenage hearts had been broken already, their
compassion reserved for the Edwards girls and the
Edwards girls alone. Up and down the country,
teenagers broke away from the television screens,
their departure largely unnoticed by their parents.
They left it to their elders to pick up the phone and
donate money, or to decide between competing
brands of dog food.
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With Natalie’s images fresh in their minds, the
boys snuck into their bathrooms, bolting the doors
behind them. Closing their eyes, they pictured her
swimming through chlorinated waters as vast and as
glistening as the open ocean. As their adolescent
desires built inside them, they told themselves she
was doing the breaststroke, with all the finesse of an
Olympic swimmer. They told themselves that they
were at the end of this infinity pool, just the other
side of the finish line, Natalie’s gold medal hanging
around their own necks. They felt the weight of it,
the responsibility. They were desperate for her to
come and relieve them. They saw her in the not-so
distance, as she grew ever closer to them. Then,
suddenly, she was right in front of them, rising from
the water, dripping wet and glistening; her black
swimsuit holding droplets of water, curving in all the
right places. They shuddered and gasped as they felt
the relief, the weightlessness, as she took the medals
from their necks.
When they opened their eyes, they were left with
nothing more aquatic than the watery fog of their
bathrooms.
While the television screen still churned out
capitalist ideals: what website to visit to find a better

job, what car to buy once you’d got the better job,
what hair spray to use to snag the man of your
dreams, what life insurance to buy once he’d up and
died…the parents fished for broccoli on their dinner

plates. Some raised to their feet and selected tea bags
with the careful consideration of connoisseurs,
before clicking their kettles into life and causing a
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surge of electricity in the National Grid. All this was
done without the realisation that their children had
been stolen away by the Edwards girls.
Currently, the Edwards sisters guided the
daughters of the nation to their vanity mirrors and in
the pastel sanctity of a teenage girl’s bedroom,
whispered their secrets. They confessed to spending
all night with the pop-stars whose images were
tacked around the edge of the mirror – but quickly
admitted the only contact that had taken place was
sweaty palms pressing together as they’d both held
hands with the lead singer – at the same time.
With unseen hands, Rachel and Natalie teased and
twisted the girls’ hair. They fashioned fishtail braids,
created elaborate curls and transformed even the
shortest of pixie-cuts into waist length wonders- all
adorned with pearls that they had fished out from
the very bottom of the ocean. For a brief moment, the
teenage girls felt something ethereal, something
other. They were on a par with the Edwards sisters,
as if their mermaidesque beauty had rubbed off on
them, and they too, were now illuminating a room all
on their own, without the need for electric lighting.
But then, each individual girl began to feel the
familiar ache in their hands and wrist, the heaviness
in the arms that came from contorting yours hands
behind your own head, as you tried to style your own
hair. The pixie-cuts were still pixie-cuts, the fishtail
braids needed gutting and starting again, the curls
were dry like seaweed. They had not, even for a
second, came close to the beauty of the Edwards girls.
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There was only one group who truly knew the sisters:
the posters on the walls.

“We’ve been so close to the Edwards girls. We’ve
held their beauty in our hands,” the boybands on the

walls, seemed to whisper. Some girls ripped the
posters off their walls in jealous rages, which were as
devastating and as fleeting as flashfloods. All that was
left in their wake was shredded paper: bedroom-eyes
ripped from their sockets, poster-boy-smiles
detached from boy-next-door-faces.
Then, just like magic, the electricity peak in the
National Grid became a trough, as a million kettles
went off the boil; a million bathroom doors unlocked
as a million boys awoke from their aquatic dreams
and a million girls relinquished their role as
Narcissus, as they stepped away from their mirrors.
The seemingly endless advert break had ended, and,
ushered by some unseen hand, the teenagers of the
nation gathered once again to catch a glimpse of the
Edwards sisters. By now, the parents talked over the
newscasters, cooing concerns, sending silent prayers
to the parents like spiritual emails, all the while
forgetting to glance down at their own teenagers.
Ten minutes in, and the same middle-aged
newscaster spoke of Rachel’s love of horses. A
photograph of her, blonde hair hidden under a riding
hat, her beloved chestnut mare, Queen, standing
sixteen-hands-high next to her, appeared on screen.
Jealously tainted the fascination that every teenage
girl now held with her, and they all seemed to
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quietly, bitterly, acknowledge that they were never

that pretty when they were her age.

Twenty-five minutes in and the newscaster had
told the world with pin-point precision where the
girls had last been seen.
“Teams are now searching the beach at Sandy Bay
for clues. Police insist that this is still a missing
persons’ enquiry.”
They didn’t know it then, but the teenagers: girls
and boys had committed the map to memory.
Thirty-five minutes in, and the last home video of
the girls were shown. Sunlight squeezed through the
camera lens like lemon juice, and the ice-cream cone
Rachel licked told the world that that day had been
blistering hot. Sunlight shining off her flaxen hair,
she bit into the flake that stuck out of the ice-cream,
and watched a dollop of it fall straight onto her foot.
For a moment, the camera focused on her icecream
stained toe, as, off-camera, she giggled. The girls’
heart softened again upon hearing it. It was the only
thing they would ever hear her say. She was nearly
almost one of them. The camera panned to the right
in a sudden swipe of colour. Natalie stood before
them all in her school P.E. kit.
“This is for the gold medal in the Olympics!” She
laughed.
Upon hearing her speak, every boy’s heart
stopped. She proceeded to do a series of cartwheels,
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which revealed then hid the black underwear
beneath her netball skirt. It was in this moment that
every teenage boy decided they loved her.
It was the final hour of the report that proved the
most chilling with the appearance of the breaking
news banner across the bottom of the screen. A
photo-fit of a teenage boy appeared. He was all
graphite lines and harsh angles. Everyone watching
silently decided that his eyes were too close together
and that his hair was cropped too close to his head.
They were reassured once again, that this was a
missing persons’ enquiry and that he was simply a
person of interest.
Everyone silently hoped that he was a figment of
a barbeque-fuelled brain or a sandfilled imagination.

That night, long after the television had been
turned off, Natalie did cartwheels through the boys’
minds. Long after their parents padded upstairs in
slipper-clad feet, the teenagers of the nation,
especially those living in Sandy Bay, stayed awake.
Boys lurked about the kitchens, taking jars from
shelves and lifting them like bodybuilders. They were
certain, in the half-dark, that they could see their
muscles form before their very eyes. They were
certain, in the half-dark, that they could take on the
graphite man.
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Girls too, decided to forgo sleep. At first, they were
kept awake by the childish wish to go missing. They
seem to sense the boys’ burning desire to track the
Edwards girls down and save them, and
momentarily, wished they were desired in the same
way. The girls tried to channel the sisters the way
they had in front of their mirrors – but to no avail.
They tried silently coax them to start pillow fights –
the winner gaining the love of the lead singer, once
and for all – but to no avail. Realising they were alone
in their rooms; bound by the invisible ties of
sisterhood and the universal pain of being female, the
nation’s girls decided to leave the safety of their beds.
All that was certain, was that come midnight, the
teenagers of Sandy Bay, dressed in their denim and
their hoodies converged by the swings on the village
playground. Years later, adults would claim a socialmedia buzz had drawn their children there: the ping
of a text-message, or an instructive re-tweet. Others
would claim it was a hive-mentality, the general
erosion of individuality in the youth, the sheep-like
desire to do what-everyone-else-does.
Only one boy ever offered a reason: Marcus James.
As they walked to the beach that night, he’d told the
boy next to him: “It was Natalie in the video. Those
cartwheels. My love for her was so strong, that I
simply walked through my bedroom wall and out
onto the playground.”
Years later, his mother wouldn’t confirm rumours
that he’d hidden marijuana in her herb container,
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and that that night, the whole family had had a
special ingredient added to their spaghetti
bolognaise.

The teenagers moved through the clear summer
night like a migrating herd. Their torches and mobile
phone lights bobbed as they walked through the
grass. They moved passed the corner shop, where
bright buckets and spades hung dimly in the
darkness, where pinwheels failed to spin in the
airless night. They moved, not talking. They moved
towards the beach.
It was only when they walked along the main
road, that it became clear many were carrying
weapons. The metallic scratch of a garden rake as it
scraped along the tarmac; the deadly jangle of a toolbelt that held hammers and spanners; the stealthy
shake of hairspray, that released a venomous hiss
when directed at the eyes. They would find the
photo-fit man. They would bring him to justice.
A wind picked up, and seemingly carried the
voices of the Edwards girls. They heard Rachel’s
giggle and Natalie’s declaration of Olympic greatness.
Some took this as a sign to literally down tools, and
left their DIY-shop barbarism by the side of the road.
They took it to mean that all the girls needed were
the kiss of life; that they had come to no actual harm
– but like Snow White and Sleeping Beauty could be
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awoken by true love’s kiss. They would use their
new-found muscle, to elbow their competitors out of
the way – and the Edwards girls would open their
eyes, falling in love with whomever they saw first.
Others took the ethereal voices as a sign that the
worst had already happened, and gripped their rakes
all the tighter.
Soon, the night streets gave way to the beach.
Their torches bounced off the neon glare of the police
cordon, which they dutifully limbo-ed under…only
to be met by the highlighter yellow of a police highvisibility jacket. The PC immediately radioed for
backup and the sensible kids threw their hairspray
on the ground, already imagining how they would
while away the hours under house arrest, when their
parents found out.
The only one who failed to listen was Marcus
James. Drunk on love, or possibly high on marijuana,
he charged down the beach, his father’s rake raised
into the air: he was a one-man army.

Then Marcus James began to scream like a
banshee…before being found impaled on his father’s
rake.
Some say he saw the graphite man and chased him
away in a frenzy, before falling over.
Others say Natalie’s body was washed ashore, just
as he ran along the beach. They say he fell over
it…then the rake. Many claimed that he saw Natalie’s
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lifeless body in the water and ran towards it.
Mistaking the gentle effect the incoming tide had on
the girl’s body, for breath – he took her to be
unconscious and began to give her the kiss of life. As
his own warm mouth met the cool, wet fleshiness of
her water-logged lips, the notion of fairy-tale was
flushed away – he wasn’t kissing a mermaid, but a
dead fish. These whispers claimed that the screams
and resulting injury were disgust at his actions.
The most vicious suggestion was churned out by
the darkest corner of the rumour mill. According to
these people, Marcus, high on a cocktail of drugs and
teenage hormones, had spotted Natalie’s body and
ran towards it. Surrounded by the murky waters of
the incoming tide, Natalie’s skin was bloodlessly pale
and exposed in a way she would have never exposed
herself had she been alive. It was then that Marcus’
frustrated teenage instincts came to the fore, and
seeing nothing more than Natalie cascading
cartwheels, Natalie the mermaid: descended into
necrophilia.
They say Davey Jones inhabits the drowned. As
Marcus committed his final disrespect, they say he
saw a flicker of life in the girl’s eyes – a sudden flash
of yellow – before she began to foam at the mouth.
Horrified by the watery spirit he had conjured and
the sudden, cold reality of his actions, Marcus flailed
like a fish caught on a hook. Backing off the corpse,
he fell backwards – straight onto the rusty prongs of
his father’s rake. They say it was this that caused him
to scream.
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Either way, upon hearing the noise, the group,
barely contained by the policeman, stampeded the
beach. They stopped yards from Marcus, in a semicircle. It was as if they were keeping him from the
adults, giving him his space in which to pass over. He
lay, inches away from Natalie, twitching on the
prongs of the rake. The pair looked like the seaside’s
answer to Romeo and Juliet – and it was then that the
teenagers decided that perhaps, in those final
moments, he really had loved her.
Eventually, Marcus’ body went limp, as the final
wave of death took him. It was then, and only then,
that the teenagers began to hear the police cars
growing ever-closer to the beach. It was then, and
only then, that the sea of teenagers parted to let the
yellow-jacketed group of policemen through.

It was the newsreader slowly losing all her
clipped professionalism as even her lipstickedmouth, could not quite get around the word: dead.

The Edwards girls were dead.
The news gave the official cause as accidental
death, blaming rip-tides and undercurrents. For
months after the tragedy, flags were placed on the
beach, telling people where they could and couldn’t
swim. The number of lifeguards quadrupled, each
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one motivated by the pain that they hadn’t been
there to save the sisters. Still, this influx of
testosterone did nothing to rouse the local girls from
the pastel chambers of the bedrooms, because each
one had been banned from the beach. Their parents
had finally looked up from their broccoli, and had
come to the conclusion that they didn’t want their
daughter to be the next Natalie, the next Rachel.
To her parents’ devastation, Rachel’s body was
never found. The rumour mill claimed that Davey
Jones has taken her for his bride, and that she now
spent her days submerged: teasing her waist-length
hair to perfection and luring sailors to their doom.
Natalie was laid to rest with quiet dignity in a
small service - the local teens told firmly to stay
away. The family feared that the stories of Marcus
James had been true, and that any teen boy attending
may simply want to pick up where Marcus had left
off.
Marcus was denied the media-frenzy that
surrounded the girls. Even after Natalie’s funeral, he
got minimum column inches. It officially noted that
he was an obsessive, someone who had become
drunk on the mediated grief of the case, and killed
himself next to Natalie so he could be with her. By
that stage, even Marcus’ own mother didn’t have the
energy to fight the accusation – some say further
proof of her son’s marijuana use.
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In their photograph, the Edwards’ girls looked
like mermaids: their tumbling hair unstyled to
perfection; Rachel’s eyes flooded with the blue of the
oceans, while her older sister’s iris flecked with the
gold of a thousand grains of sand. As the viewers sat
transfixed, the images of the girls seemed to rot
before their eyes. The mermaid hair turned trawlernet as they became tangled with all the flotsam and
jetsam; they appeared to be green around the gills;
and their budding would-be-buxom bosoms seemed
to have been sliced off, victims of the illegal sushi
trade like dolphin and porpoise fins. Finally, their
eyes dulled – all the watery life draining from them,
until they were dead-eyed, like the catch of the day.
FIN
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Nigel is a winner of the Rhys Davies Prize for short fiction.
His first collection from Parthian, Funderland, was
enthusiastically reviewed in the Guardian, the
Independent and the Times, as well as gushingly in
Planet magazine, the New Welsh Review and others.
Parthian published his first poetry collection, Miners At
The Quarry Pool, described by Patricia McCarthy, editor
of Agenda, as ‘a virtuoso performance’ His first
novel, Slowly Burning, was published in March and his
second story collection Who Killed Emil Kreisler?, was
released by Cultured Llama in November 2016.
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A COLDER WAR

That Bujanovsky. What a pillow-biter! Old Roldugin
could play an odd phrase or stop playing altogether
and the old sonofaserf wouldn't notice. He ought to
feel sorry for him. All of them ought to be sorry for
one another, stuck one more Christmas in one more
sleety British town, blowing and scraping and
banging through one more performance of Swan

Lake.

Even Platgalva the timps man looks as if he's
scraping. At least his right hand is upturned and
doing its bend-and-stretch finger exercise without
that metal spring contraption he picked up in
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Dresden. Perhaps he's lost it; in which case, they'll all
be accused of theft pretty soon. Then again, Valentina
Utkin is on stage and the randy Platgalva probably
imagines fancying his chances in her groin region.
And she only nineteen. When she pirouettes,
Platgalva has been seen to dribble with excitement.
He's got nothing else to do
in a pas de deux except listen out for his cue and
salivate. They all know when their next entry is
except Maestro Bujanovsky. Everyone Platgalva
loans that exerciser to gets muscle fatigue. But not
Platgalva himself, whose father was a blacksmith.
'Tone it down!' Bujanovsky shouts at rehearsal when
Platgalva hammers his drums as if he were his old
man shoeing an Orlov-Rostopchin stallion. Poor
Bujanovsky. It's getting to the stage where he doesn't
know what's happening next. And him a former pupil
of the great Mvravinsky.

When you're a bassoonist on tour like Roldugin,
leaning with your back against the rear wall of the
pit, you see everything. You see the British taking
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their excitable kids to the ballet for their Christmas
treat. You see Borenstein the cellist thinking about
his parents growing old in Smirsk. You see Gershan
the concert-master wondering how that audition
with the Moscow Chamber Orchestra went (negative,
so Roldugin's heard). This moonfaced lot are from where was it now? - yes, Northampton. Khruschev
used to guffaw when Britsh politicians got pushy on
the international front. Bujanovsky, once a Party
member, used to say that Britain would 'sizzle in a
second' if a missile landed anywhere north of Paris.
Bujanovsky, the lucky flower-arranger, studied in
Paris. Someone said he might be at the doorstep of
Alzheimer's. It sounded like some party venue.

Their party'll be on Christmas day. On Boxing day, as
they call it in little ready-to-fry
Britain, they'll be driving to Banbury, wherever that
is, and Platgalva will be sobering up on the back seat
of the coach, preparing to thump his way through the

Nutcracker. Appropriate, in the circumstances. But
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on January 14 they'll be in Brighton for a week with
two days off at the start.

As the moon faces of Northampton slip away,
Roldugin dismantles his instrument and settles the
bits and pieces carefully in its velvet-lined case as if
they were some collector's disjointed rarities. He's
already contacted Else after writing to her as soon as
he knew they would be in Britain again. Writing's oldfashioned, she told him; everyone e-mails now. He
knows. He's seen all the young ones in the orchestra
staring at their phones, their faces lit up like savages
transfixed by silver ornaments. Melikov, his subprincipal, would also be at it if he weren't so in thrall
to Roldugin's status. Melikov is always asking for tips
on how to finger for this, how to breathe for that; but
he could probably teach Roldugin more than the old
reprobate could impart himself. Roldugin is
nevertheless flattered: he's played in the Mariinsky
orchestra and is someone to be admired, so if he can't
be arsed to buy a smartphone then Melikov can't be
either. The trouble is, Roldugin can never get rid of
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him. He’s trying to fix him up with young Valentina.
Platgalva's fingers would go into overdrive at the
prospect of that. But Melikov is in his late twenties,
just the right age to teach a ballerina ten years his
junior how to let someone else roll down her tights.
The next morning, before the matinée, Roldugin has
to phone Else as promised.
That night in his hotel room, Roldugin switches on
the TV. Syria is ablaze and shredding itself to bits.
That all-girl punk group arrested in the cathedral
after protesting about Putin is in court. A bomb has
gone off in Tel Aviv. Plastered in tattoos, some
British father and his fat wife are at a Press
conference, asking if anyone knows who set fire to
their house and killed their three kids. What a world!
They used to be shown it as an example of what the
West was like – them versus the USSR, them and 'the
Union'. Now they're all 'Western' and in the thick of
what was once kept from them. Bujanovsky was one
of the few allowed out to guest-conduct foreign
orchestras. The French were the worst, he'd report all over the place and unpunctual, more interested in
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lunch than music. He returned from Italy one year
with a Rubik's Cube. 'It's all they do,' he said, 'adults
as well as kids.' He brought one back to show them,
knowing Platgalva would be the first to want to solve
its pointless conundrum; but even Platgalva got
bored and tossed it aside. Then, in the 1980s,
Bujanovsky came home from the States with
'airhead'. Everyone at rehearsal was an 'airhead'.
Once, in the middle of the first act of Giselle, he
shrieked, 'Stop, stop, you blundering airheads!'

Now, Bujanovsky brings his partner with him to
make sure he doesn't flood the hotel bathroom. It
happened in Sofia and they had to pay for the
damage. Bujanovsky and his partner are next door.
He can hear the airy-fairy partner’s voice rattling
along like the Moscow-St Petersburg express. He
picks up a glass, places it against the wall and puts his
ear to it. But the inaudible rattle is just a bit louder;
he can't pick up any detail. His hearing's none to good
these days. It's all that sitting in front of the kitchen
department with its nightly salvoes. Melikov asked
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him a question the other day and he had to get him to
repeat it. Luckily he can hear the music; every note.
He knows most things by heart, except the new stuff,
and there's not a lot of that. He's been too good. Too
wrapped up in music to be wrapped up enough with
his wife. They've parted. “We’re always fighting these
days,” she told him. It wasn’t true. But there’d always
been something to cherish between rounds. Now,
there was nothing; it was a colder war. At least
Bujanovsky and his male lover are still together and
the lover is still around to yank Bujanovsky out of the
bathroom and turn off the taps. With love turned off
or dried up, it's all practicalities and none the worse
for that where someone like Bujanovsky is
concerned. There was a Ukrainian proverb that said,
'It's the old woman who gets the old man to bed' (they
laugh at that as it applies to the queer Bujanovsky.)
But they knew their duty in the old days. Now the
only duty is to yourself, to make the most of what
you've got left. Sometimes, Roldugin will stare into
space and start crying. He knows it’s for the time
when love was flowing, on tap. Making the most of
what you'd got wasn't always easy. Now and then
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you'd be reminded that you'd sort of lost the use of a
limb along the way. How could you have forgotten
that?

Else wasn't her real name, she told him: it was Elsie,
but Elsie sounded too old. He didn't understand. 'Why
should you?' she asked. 'Your language isn’t mine.'
They'd met the
previous year at what she'd called a 'do', after a
Christmas concert in Worthing. The mayor was there,
garlanded in chains. Roldugin thought he looked like
a captive. He remembered there weren't enough
translators to go round, so most of the orchestra
stood about in groups; except Platgalva, who'd
befriended all the girls pirouetting with drinks on
trays and was relieving them of their burdens while
employing the few courteous phrases he'd learned.
Wine, vodka, sherry - Platgalva downed them all in
one go. Platgalva is becoming a liability.

Roldugin flops on to the bed and opens his wallet.
Inside is a picture of Else. It isn’t much bigger than a
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passport photo. Between his big thumb and
forefinger it becomes a precious object, a rare stamp.
He holds it gently. ‘To be honest’, she wrote, ‘it
doesn’t do me any favours.’ He thinks about that. His
English isn’t bad but some sentences bar the way. He
assumes it meant the photographer didn’t want to
show how pretty she looked. Why would that be?
Why wouldn’t she be honest? She is pretty. As pretty
as his wife used to be but younger and with the
prettiness still alive and full of more living. He
wonders if the picture was scissored from a larger
one that included admirers or those from whom she
required or expected no favours. She was a widow
and part of the mayor’s welcoming committee. She
talked to Ruldogin about her husband but he didn’t
taken it all in, her announcement like a gate opening;
you didn’t notice the gate, just the vista its opening
showed you. Roldugin is much taller than her and
that reception was crowded and noisy. When
someone tried to get past her, she turned her pretty
head
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towards them, pulled in her bottom and made room,
brushing against Roldugin’s hip. If she noticed, she
didn’t apologise or comment. She told him she taught
the piano. He looked at her hands. The fingers were
not especially long. They were Chopin-waltz hands.
He imagined her at home, playing the piano alone. He
would listen, if he got the chance. He might get the
chance. In a letter she invited him and Melikov for
dinner. For the first two days in Brighton they’d have
no performances. ‘You and your sub-principal,’ she
wrote, making it sound semi-official. Was this what
freedom was really like (‘First two days free’ it said
on the English schedule)? With a risk involved but,
risk taken, the reward uncomplicated? He hasn’t told
Melikov yet. If he says Melikov can’t make it, will she
be suspicious and call everything off? Or will she be
delighted, masking her delight with only token
regret, her smile merely subdued? This freedom,
anyway - what could become of using it? Perhaps in
the circumstances, Platgalva’s way was best: batter
your way in, the thrill mutual, and depart; smite and
retreat. But no, not with Else. Even her favourless
photo without the letters appeals to his sense of true
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pleasure’s being deferred pleasure, the idea of a
travelling tune plied above Platgalva’s crude
rhythms. In any case, for Platgalva a woman has to be
no older than twenty and preferably a virgin. Some
hope, these days. With those yellow teeth, Platgalva
has no chance. He’s the braggart of Bobruysk in
Zuabrev’s story: all talk and no expectation.

The following morning there’s a run-through of

Coppélia, because Swanilda and Franz have both
caught a chill and the understudies need to get things
right. Roldugin can feel
Melikov staring at him admiringly. Bujanovsky
himself doesn’t look too well. His solicitous boyfriend
is sitting in the stalls. Platgalva has found his
exerciser and is flexing his left hand in Bujanovsky‘s
direction like someone repeatedly firing a pistol. The
normally smug Gershan looks glum, so he’s probably
received bad news about that Moscow audition.
They’re all tired and homesick. Why they agreed five
years ago to this annual Christmas and New Year
trudge through the land without music, Roldugin will
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never know. The ‘Brits’, as he’s heard them called, are
idiots; they know nothing about ballet and even less
about how to keep their brats quiet. Brit brats. Some
of the little fidgeters even turn up in ballet costume.
Roldugin never wanted children. His wife said OK
but he sees her smile wistfully whenever they meet
their nieces and nephews, or even the kids of a
stranger in the street. ‘For God’s sake!’ Roldugin once
said on one such occasion, and later regretted it. But
once said, things like that are never forgotten.

They can all play Coppélia blindfolded. Délibes - what
a dandified tosser! The new Franz and Swanilda do
enough to satisfy Bujanovsky, should the principals
still be sniffling an hour before curtain call.

They break early. While Melikov is ingratiating
himself with Bujanovsky, Roldugin makes his
getaway.
***
“Else - is that you, Else? It’s Viktor. Viktor Roldugin.”
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“Viktor. How wonderful! Where are you?”

She over-emphasises the correct pronunciation of
his name - Veeek-tor.

“I’m in Northampton. We’ve just finished rehearsal.
There’s a matinée at two.”

“A matinée at two.”

This is where English loses him. Does she not hear?
Is she repeating what he said in order to satisfy
herself that she heard correctly? Does ‘a matinée at
two’ sound improbable and is she repeating it so as to
think about what it means? Is that a sigh he
recognises as she says it, as if it were wrong to
overwork a foreign ballet company on tour abroad?
Does he pick up hints of another way of saying, as
when he gave his wife an excuse for something she’d
taken issue with and she repeated the excuse as a
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way of demonstrating to him how flimsy and
pathetic it was?

“A matinée at two and an evening performance at
7.30.”

“My, you are busy!” A pause. “How are you Viktor? I
got your letter.”

It sounded to Roldugin as though in his letter he’d
indicated that he was unwell.

“My letter.”

“About you and your assistant. What was his name?
Coming here on January the fourteenth. For dinner.
Just the three of us. Remember - you have two days
free, two days of freedom?”

How can he forget? But is she saying it like that,
stuttering, as if he has forgotten and she’s goading
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his memory? He thinks he can hear voices in the
background. But it’s a land line. Why would she take
a call from him in the presence of others? At that
reception, he found her - how could he put it? cultured, superior and not like the others. He had
dinner with her twice while they were in town, first
at her suggestion, then at his. Only Gershan and
maybe Borenstein could be described as ‘cultured’ in
their orchestra. She obviously hasn’t forgotten
Melikov. ‘Two days of freedom’ - did people think
they were all still under the cosh back home?

“Melikov can’t make it,” he lies, not tempted to make
up a reason why.

“Oh, that’s a shame,” she says, then immediately
begins talking about something else.

“The civic fathers here are embarrassed at having lost
you to Brighton. But that’s the problem. We are so
close yet so far apart. I told you. Remember? Perhaps
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we can get you back. Personally I don’t think we tried
hard enough to keep you.”

The words echo. He does remember something about
Worthing and Brighton. Then on she goes and they
chat for about twenty minutes, referring to things
they discussed at the two meals they ate together
and in the few letters they exchanged since. Trivia,
really, but in a way of keeping deeper things, graver
matters, waiting for the confessional moment. Then,
he hoped, their vulnerability would make them feel
physically exposed and ready to come closer together
for protection, experiencing all that might arise from
protection’s embrace. This is what he thinks. Does
she believe the same? It’s just a phone call. It can’t
last forever. And it is she who ends it, but not before
he’s appealed to what he feels are her less cultured,
less superior, instincts.

“Else, I haven’t asked Melikov. I never intended to.
So he hasn’t had a chance to refuse. I just wanted
to…’
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“Oh, it doesn’t matter,” she says. “To tell the truth,
January fourteen is probably going to be difficult for
me, what with one thing and another.”

He waits for her to be specific, but she just carries on.

“Viktor - perhaps we can have coffee one morning. Or
tea, if you don’t have a matinée. We could go to the
Denton Lounge. I have so much on. The older one
gets the busier life is, it seems. I’m not sure if I‘m
going to be able to see much of you at all while you’re
over here.”

He isn’t listening. Instead, he recalls two of the young
violinists explaining to him how you can talk to
people on the phone and see them on the computer
screen at the same time. He wonders if he’s been too
forward in his letters to her. She hasn’t objected so
he’s assumed his boldness is justified. He’s been
careful not to overstep the mark. Hasn’t she picked
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up his scarcely-veiled intent? Maybe she has and as a
result decided to move the relationship, such as it is,
into a circumscribed area, where it can only develop
along certain agreed lines. His agreement will be
unlikely. He suddenly wishes he could e-mail on one
of those glowing phones. As an e-mailer to all but
himself, she probably thinks his letters and their
sentiments long-winded and amusing. He
remembers that the Denton is a big airy tea-room at
the start of the pier. It’s just that their times together
are being effaced in his memory with the imagined
clarity of his future with her. He tells her he’ll phone
again when they reach Brighton, but he knows it’s
her turn to phone. She doesn’t remind him. He
thinks that’s significant. She has his contact number.

The matinée is one of their worst performances, the
sort when everyone seems to be off
form and forgetful. The Brits don’t notice. One fool
even gives them a standing ovation.
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That night, after the evening performance, Roldugin
knocks on Platgalva’s door and asks him if he fancies
a drink. “Just one?” the old Latvian asks.

They go down to the hotel bar. Only then does
Roldugin notice that Platgalva hasn’t shaved and
already smells of alcohol. In his jacket pocket he’s
still using the exerciser. The movement looks as
though he’s trying to subdue a restless pet mouse.
Platgalva’s talk, as usual, is about young women and
which one in the corps de ballet is the most fanciable.
Poring over his beer, Roldugin lets him drool. He
remembers Else’s house from when they twice got
back by taxi from those restaurants (he didn’t go in).
A white modern building, it resembled Bujanovsky’s
Rubik Cube. He hadn’t thought about it before but
Else was probably a good deal younger than he was. It
was the expression ‘a good deal’ he remembered,
having overheard a promoter at one of their places
say that ticket-sales were ‘a good deal down’ on the
previous year. Choosing which ballets to perform for
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the British plebs was always a gamble, or no gamble
at all.

As Platgalva drifts on, Roldugin stares into his beer.
In the side of the glass is reflected a man and woman
who are chatting behind them, leaning towards each
other beneath a light. Roldugin imagines it’s a scene
in Else’s house. He has finished his first evening
performance in Brighton and has made his way to
Worthing, to its long promenade beside

the pebble beach and the bathing-huts. He’s drawing
alongside Else’s white cube of a house on the
opposite side of the road. There is a light on in an
upstairs room and the curtains are open. In the single
illuminated window Else is talking to a man. They are
laughing at something, their heads tossed back every
few seconds. Roldugin stops and looks across. After a
few minutes, Else and the man disappear and the
light goes out. Roldugin smiles, as it reminds him of
the last odd-coloured square to be removed from that
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idiot puzzle Bukanovsky brought back from Italy Turin or somewhere.

The man and woman behind them get up and leave.
“Can’t you finish that?” Platgalva asks, pointing to
Roldugin’s barely-touched drink. “Not me,” Roldugin
says, sliding the glass towards him. “It’s too late. I
can’t blame her. What is there, anyway?”

Platgalva doesn’t appear to hear and is too tired and
dizzy to raise an eyebrow or demand an explanation.
There were certainties in the old days. He’s not even
sure if there’ll be any more tours west, or if he’ll be
asked to join them. As if he should care. Roldugin was
always such a weeper. He looks up at him now and yes - the old fool is blubbing again. Roldugin the
hanky man!

Fin
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Fishing
(in response to Jonathan Edwards’ ‘Building My
Grandfather’)
The sullen sky is subdued by the snow
and the morning brittleboned in the cold.
My grandfather’s thermos smokes at the thawing lip
of the pit. The water is shivering.
I twist the willow halves of his rod tight
so the brass ferules fuse, wind in a borrowed reel,
and charge the circuit with a shock of green line.
My hands are gloved by frost and my fingers
hunt clumsily inside his tackle bag
for a tobacco tin filled with spinners.
I take out the purse of hooks and crude barbs,
a tablet-rack rattling hand-painted lures,
lead shot coagulated into boiled sweets;
floats, splintered, snapped – trodden as toy soldiers.
Set aside his two reels, both helmet green,
heavy as tank parts: one padlocked in rust;
the second suffocated with snared line.
The Sunday reedbed shuffles behind me,
an impatient congregation waiting
to be seated by winter. I cast cautiously,
weary of their heads – just as he taught me –
reel in his tales of jewels found in fishes’ eyes.
In their mirrored flanks I see and understand
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In each cast I make I shake his reflected hand.

M. A. Oliver-Semenov was born in Ely, Cardiff. After his debut
publication in 2009 he served as the first poet in residence
for Blown, the magazine of cultural intelligence, and has since
published in a plethora of magazines and journals worldwide,
including the The Morning Star, Orbis, Mandala Review and Ink
Sweat and Tears. In 2011 Michael emigrated to Siberia to live with
his wife Anastasia. When he is not growing vegetables at the
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family dacha in summer, or avoiding the wild Siberian hounds of
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occasionally contributes to The Siberian Times. His
memoir Sunbathing in Siberia was published by Parthian in 2014.
His first collection The Elephant’s Foot, was released in 2016.

THE ELEPHANT’S FOOT
People don’t realise it took seven months
and FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN.
There were innumerable deaths.
‘Something has happened during the night.
A small fire, everything’s alright.’
Graphite melting uranium,
buried under 1200 tonnes.
The inhabitants of Pripyat lay sleeping,
All FOURTY THREE THOUSAND of them.
Relay this message to Gorbachev:
‘The reactor is as safe as a samovar,
it could even be set up on the Red Square!’
Colonel Grebeniuk arrived in Pripyat
with hundreds of masked soldiers,
to find out if there was anything to worry about.
Couldn’t understand why
there was a metallic taste in their mouths.
‘They say Radiation has no taste.’
While children played in the street
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the soldiers took the first readings:
‘Normal atmospheric levels are 12 millionths of a roentgen,
in the daytime the reading was 15,000 times higher than normal.
by the evening the level had shot up again.

‘We didn’t know the reactor was still burning.
Radiation was still spreading.’
The human body can absorb two roentgens per year.
400 roentgens is the level at which death will occur.
During that first day the inhabitants received
over fifty times what was considered a harmless dose,
they should have been warned.
The fallout would have been one hundred times greater
than the combined power
of two of the atomic bombs
dropped over Nagasaki and Hiroshima.
The Colonel had to send his men to the base of the reactor
where the levels of radiation were 2080 roentgens per hour.
‘How could I send my men in there?
It would take only fifteen minutes to die.’
They went in unaware.
How many survived?
Twenty hours after the explosion,
windows should have been sealed,
iodine tablets ingested;
no such order was given,
while radiation levels were contested.
By the end of the first day, they had to evacuate.
Two hours allowance was given to pack essentials.
They thought they would be coming back,
instead they left their entire lives behind.
It took three-and-a-half hours to evacuate 43,000 people
peacefully, though with many tears and pleas,
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They couldn’t have known they would become
Europe’s first atomic refugees.

They had been exposed to doses of radiation
that would alter their genetic composition.
Who knows how many later died of cancer?
How many of them were lethally irradiated?
There were no studies done
when the people had been redistributed.
The elderly didn’t believe what was going on.
They had been lied to too many times.
One old man even decided to stay behind.
His body was found a few weeks on,
mostly bone. The rest was gone.
Forty-eight hours after the disaster, the only people who remained
were the military and the scientists,
headquartered at the Pripyat Hotel.
‘These were outstanding people, specialists,
I couldn’t believe they would do something so irreponsible or
suicidal.’
There had never been a nuclear disaster on this scale before,
they thought the reactor could be restored.
Between the 26th and the 27th of April,
clouds filled with radioactive particles,
rose 1000 km above Russia,
heading both west and north.
No warning was given.
On the 28th April it arrived above Sweden,
who promptly detected a rise in radiation:
there had been a major nuclear accident somewhere,
'We had to ring around to find out where!'
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A cloud of radioactive dust rained down on Stockholm.
So it was Sweden that informed Moscow.
Gorbachev had to do something.
He called on General Antochkin.

At the bottom of the reactor
12,000 tons of uranium
burned at 3000 degrees.
The fire that would bring the USSR to its knees.
The general, together with eighty helicopters and men,
went to put out the raging fire.
They flew 200 metres above
where it was an estimated 1000 roentgens per hour.
His men flew 110 sorties the first day, 300 the next.
thirty-three sorties per day, per man.
Eight bags of neutralising sand and boric acid
were thrown into the reactor each time using only their bare hands!
Five to six roentgens per sortie,
more if they were slow.
Not one of those men ever made it home.
They worked tirelessly,
before they began to throw up.
Illness was spreading, the felled men
sent off to Moscow Hospital Number 6.
suffering diarrhoea, nausea and vomiting.
Then came the latency period:
twenty seven died quickly; the rest slowly deteriorated.
For 15 years only the first victims would be acknowledged.
The fire still raged.
30 kilometres east of the reactor, the forest was scorched by the rain.
Radioactive particles still fell over the whole of the Ukraine.
Everyone remained in the dark, only a tiny article gave scant
information.
Those who knew wouldn’t acknowledge the seriousness of the
situation.
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The May Day celebrations in Kiev were encouraged to go ahead;
later it become known as Ukraine’s ‘Parade of Death’.

It was only a week later that the
ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY THOUSAND inhabitants
of Chernobyl and the surrounding areas were evacuated.
300,000 hectares in total had been totally devastated.
The cloud continued to pass over Europe.
Infecting Bavaria, northern Italy, France and Corsica.
It was raining cesium 137 and iodine 131.
Water pooled in the room beneath the burning reactor,
as the reactor floor became unstable;
a small amount of uranium in the water was all that was needed
for a second explosion – Minsk would have been lost – Europe
uninhabitable.
Gorbachev had to do something.
He called again on General Antochkin
600 men flew thirty-three missions a day
throwing eight bags of lead each time;
not one man survived.
The firemen who drained the water from underneath the reactor
showed similar courage;
their deaths were never formally acknowledged.
Some of the 2,400 tons of lead vaporised in the intense heat,
found its way into the children of Chernobyl playing in the street.
The temperature of the lead-covered reactor began to increase.
Inevitably broke the floor beneath.
Melted graphite, uranium, and lead,
pooled in the room where there had recently been water.
Below that only soil; below that an aquifer.
One again something had to be done.
They called on the miners of the Soviet Union.
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10,000 of them were bussed in from all over
to build a room beneath the reactor:
thirty metres long and thirty metres wide.
It was 50°C inside.

Masks got wet with perspiration.
Most of the men worked without them.
None made aware of the danger they were in.
Not that it would have changed anything.
2,500 died when the project was finished.
They are not in any official statistic.
Now the danger of a chain reaction was removed,
a massive clean-up operation ensued.
FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN
from the four corners of the Soviet Union
descended upon Chernobyl, Pripyat,
and the surrounding area,
their single goal, to liquidate the danger.
The liquidators: officers and generals, working
side-by-side. Rank was no longer recognised.
A sarcophagus had to be built,
170 metres long and 66 metres high.
Robots were brought in
to put the most radioactive material inside.
Only such was the level of contamination
the robots began wondering off in the wrong direction:
their circuitry melted, they went bezerk.
It was clear the plan wouldn’t work.
In place of robots, there were bio-robots:
men had to tread where machinery dared not go,
on the roofs of neighbouring buildings
where the worst debris had been thrown.
Lengths of graphite, 1000 roentgens a piece.
Men could only work two to three minutes each.
The siren would ring, out the men would go,
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three minutes only to shovel and throw.
Houses had to be bulldozed, entire villages removed,
The airforce sprayed everything with a kind of glue.

Who knows how much radiation everyone was exposed to?
It was later learned by those that survived
that the amount people could be exposed to
had been arbitrarily multiplied by five.
At the international conference of the Chernobyl catastrophe.
A scientist presented the facts for everyone to see:
estimating a total of 40,000 deaths.
The Western world refused to accept.
The amount of expected dead was negotiated down to only 4,000
which wasn’t made official until after the year 2000.
Still the French refute the radiation cloud passed over,
even though the rate of thyroid cancer is equal in Chernobyl and
Corsica.
Beneath the sarcophagus stands a huge elephant’s foot.
Its composition will never be fully understood;
A mixture or Corium, melted sand, concrete and 100 kg of
plutonium,
of which it only takes a single microgram to kill one person.
There’s enough there to kill 100 million.
The half-life of plutonium is 245,000 years.
The sarcophagus was only built to last for thirty.
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Going Over
She visits her grandmother, not through a sense of enjoyment
but obligation,
after all, duty calls.
Her grandmother is making tea in the kitchen;
the familiar British ritual; a similar sense of obligation,
though comfortably habitual.
Alone in the living room where her grandmother and father spent decades,
she observes the trinkets: mounted pictures, plates;
the usual hoard after sixty years together:
dog miniatures, her own school photo,
brass horse shoes mounted on leather.
Casually scouring her not too distant inheritance,
she steps nearer the mantle, taking from behind the center vase
her grandfather’s old whistle,
wondering how he ever came to possess such a thing.
The cold polished brass soothes her slightly sweating palm.
Rolling it round in her hand,
she is tempted to try it, just once
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and is stopped dead by the realization
of what was the last but one sound

heard by so many men,
as each stood pressed against the trench;
rifle in one hand, mud in the other;
amid hastily written testaments leaving everything
‘to mother.’
Before that last staccato sound,
brought each wave
crashing down.
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c
To Rimbaud,
How do you do it? What do you see
that I don’t? The rain doesn’t dance
for me, I know exactly where the steam rises.
Sugar stains our teeth just the same - perhaps
yours will splinter symmetrically, or open to
a church, a galaxy, a pink garden, a bowl of
soup. My infatuations never cease to
wince and writhe through choked pattern, obtuse
and misleading. But I won’t to pretend to
see the apple blossoms or the deep glows, the
sweet, sweet sugar - boyish sugar and
boyish spoons.
That cerulean crane carries your fascinated,
loving eyes back and forth over
warehouse and factory, and you produce
crates of gold-dust, all-consuming.
Where are the docks? Where are my stalls and kites?
My sugar, my shirts – folded and white.
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Chumps
I can’t remember exactly when
it was we drove to Ulverston
for another fine museum.
“Daddy,” you asked, “who came first:
Stan and Ollie or the Romans?”
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On the market
The old woollen mill
sensitively converted
into luxury flats.
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Pruning
The flat-capped gardener
tends his roses;
deadheads them.
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Pages
Grandpa, it isn’t cheating.
I only looked at the back
of my Greek heroes book
to check its glossary,
not find out the ending.
Please don’t be cross with me.
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Nurture
Children learn to grow
foxgloves in the garden.
Teacher rings the bell.
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Sheet music
Pianist, I concur:
broadening one’s repertoire
through playing with a score
surpasses knowing
fewer compositions
by heart.
Yet your reaching
for the page distracts
me, even more so when
it falls back to how it was
before each turning
movement.
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The Storm

I begin to close the bedroom door carefully, watching
Isaac’s little bantam chest, until the narrowing strip
of light shining in from the hall in which I am stood
shrinks down into black. I rotate the door handle
slowly, stretching out the seconds, wincing as it
finally closes with a severe click. I have no idea how
long it will be until he wakes again. My ears are still
ringing, the echoes of his sobs and yowls, and I stand
in the hallway like a traumatised soldier, blinking in
the abrupt quiet.
In the kitchen, a glass of red is waiting for me. Some
cheap, sour, non-vintage that I managed to get at the
supermarket a few weeks ago as my son kicked at my
stomach from his seat in the trolley. I scoop it up and
bring it to my lips, revelling in its sharp smack.
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Isaac’s empty beaker is in the sink, left over from this
afternoon when he refused to take his dinner. A large
sud drifts inside the plastic, like a ship in a bottle. I
sigh, set my glass down and grab a sponge. Light is
coming from the Brodie’s place, a solitary yellow
flicker in the distance. It catches at the raindrops,
reflecting in a way that makes them shimmer and
dance. I try to remember the last time that I saw my
neighbours and reason that it has to have been at
least a month. They’re quiet, elderly people - not
very chatty. I wonder what they must be up to over
there right now? Reading newspapers by the fire?
Indulging in a game of cards? Something quiet, for
certain. How many times have I leaned in towards
Archie Brodie’s beard, straining to hear the little
voice behind the fuzz, trying to stop my nose from
curling upwards at the stench of his breath? Up at
their house, the light blinks out, and the shadows
swallow up my view. Usually, the nights here are
bright, the stars so thick that they look like rows
upon rows of fairy lights. But tonight, not even the
moon can be seen through the clouds and the rain. In
the darkness, shapes lurch across the lawn. They
form obscure, long-limbed things that move too
quickly for me to see, limpidly stroking across the
grass like mermaids. Long hair and sharp teeth. I
scrub a little harder.
We live in the highlands, on the very top of the UK’s
Romanesque nose. To get here by car you must drive
through mountains layered with densely packed
Scots pine and rowan. The air is heavy with the scent
of hops, caused by the distilleries that are hidden
between the trees. It leaves a funny taste in the back
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of your throat; a kind of smoky warmth. When we
first drove up here, Duncan and I made a game of
spotting the distilleries. Seeing who could spy the
most, their hickory brown towers poking up over the
woodland like castle walls. ‘Werewolf Country,’
Duncan calls it, because if such a beast did exist, this
would undoubtedly be its dwelling. Though at that
point we saw nothing but young rabbits, too new to
understand the dangers of a road. “They’ll learn,”
Duncan informed me, “when the distillery lorries
start passing through.”
Duncan. The bungalow was his idea. It was he who
fell in love with the place. A summer house out back,
with patio. Large bay windows off the bedrooms that
face south, and greedily guzzle up any sunshine that
comes their way. Rose bushes that line the pathway
to the front door, blazing red, like the royal guard.
Besides, it was close to his parent’s house and, in our
town, where neighbours are few and far between,
that is really saying something. His certainty about
this home was so absolute that I had felt it impossible
to argue.
Of course, we couldn’t have predicted that both his
parents would be gone by the time Isaac arrived.
Greg suffering a heart attack as he slipped on
February ice. Barbara simply fading out. She went in
her sleep.
Outside something is tapping and I know it is hail in
an empty plant pot, something to be dismissed with a
shrug and no more. That doesn’t make it sound any
less like impatient fingertips drumming. I pour the
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used water down the plug. It moves fast, tossing the
flakes of tonight’s supper down like a wave in the sea,
swallowing up the flotsam and jetsam. I try not to
think about how easily men can be carried off on
such waves. Glass in hand, I move into the lounge,
closing the door firmly behind me.
Duncan took the job on the rigs in the spring as
planned. A Roustabout. “A dog’s body, then?” I’d
teased. “The money’s great,” he’d replied. The fact is,
he is well suited to the job. His hands are broad but
precise, his mind sharper. Someone to give Bear
Gryll’s a challenge. A true Scot. A Scot who is now
out north of Aberdeen, living on a structure that rises
from the ocean like a giant metal spider, brine licking
at its spindly legs.
I feel a draught at my knees, a breath of cold air that
blows through the cotton of my pyjamas. Movement
from the corner catches my eye. A solitary rose petal
lands on the carpet and I trace the path it took back
up to the blackened twist of flowers, now withered in
their vase. With a grunt, I scoop the petal up and toss
it away before drawing the thick, olive curtains
against the opaque black of the window. Rain taps at
the pane as if, with enough perseverance, it could
make it through the glass, and before I realise what
I’m doing I am dialling her number.
“Hello?” My mother elongates the word, ladens it
with confusion. It’s the same way I would imagine
her reacting should the microwave start trying to
make conversation.
“Mum, it’s me.”
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“Rebecca,” she sighs, “hello darling. Everything
okay?” Tears threaten the rims of my eyes and I
swiftly wipe them away, baffled as to the reason for
their sudden appearance. But not surprised. This has
been happening with increasing frequency lately,
unwarranted bouts of uncontrollable emotion. I find
myself wanting to say no, wanting to pull my mother
out of the receiver, into my living room. Burrow into
her and that scent of sandalwood perfume. “Yeah,
I’m just calling to say hi. How are you?”
“Oh I’m grand. Lisa’s over with the kids. Say hi
everybody!” A chorus of crackling voices swells up,
my sister’s laugh the percussion shaking through it.
“We were just about to play a game. How’s Isaac?”
“Sleeping, for once. How’s the weather by you
mum? We have one hell of a storm up here.”
“I’ll be the green one. Sorry darling, what was that?”
“I said we have a storm here.”
“That’s nice, you always did love a storm.
Remember when you were a little girl and the
lightning would come? You’d go to bed with the
curtains wide open just to watch it as you fell asleep.”
I did, didn’t I? I can see myself as a girl, my hair
curling out, rebelling against the plait my mother had
made. Sitting up in bed, my young shoulders sagging
as I battled against my own exhaustion, just so that I
could watch the storm. Seeing what I could spot in
the garden in the brief seconds of lightning induced
illumination, counting the seconds between rumbles
of thunder and flashes of white. “Always so brave,”
Mum titters. I hear a little voice on the line, one of
my nephews impatiently calling for his Nana. “I’m
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coming sweetie. Rebecca? Darling, I have to go, the
boys are getting impatient with me. Do you mind?”
“Of course not Mum. I just wanted a chat, was all.”
“Why don’t you curl up on the sofa, put a film on?
Enjoy the peace.”
I tell her that I love her before she ends the call, and
then I listen to the tone for a moment or two: the
sound of the miles between my mother and me.
Mum is a nervous woman, always has been. Not
weak, though, and that’s the difference. Timid,
accommodating, scuttling her way through life but
never surrendering to the pressures of work and
single parenthood. When I was a child she would
constantly marvel at my bravery, and when her
friends visited for tea I would hear her boasting
about how I had stood up in front of the whole school
to sing a hymn, or insisted that I hand over the
money to the cashier at the shop. “I despair with
you,” she’d grin as I brought home boy after boy in
my teens, each of them boring me and drifting out of
my life after only a few weeks. We didn’t need to say
that I could come to her with a problem, it was a
given, unspoken fact. But it never happened. And
when I said that I was going to marry Duncan, move
to Scotland with him, she simply smiled and said,
“he’s met his match in you, my darling.”

Curl up on the sofa, put a film on. I grab the remote

control and an actress appears on the screen.
Someone I recognise but cannot name, though she is
younger, brighter than I have seen her before. A
flash. Searing, brilliant white rips through the room,
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bringing with it the scream of hot metal. The wine
shoots from my glass as my arm spasms, drenching
the wall like blood spatter. The television sparks: ‘No
Signal Input.’

Shit. The draught blows colder and something moans
in the chimney. The rain at the window is harder
now, faster, the tapping sounds more like the
scratching of fingernails. I get to my feet and pick up
a log from the basket by the hearth. Duncan made
sure to chop plenty before he left. I remember his
muscles tightening as he lifted the axe and brought it
down, the sweat dripping from his forehead, the salty
taste of his kiss. Another moan, this one starting sad
and low, like the ghost of Cathy lost on the moors,
but steadily growing deeper, louder in its longing as I
put the log back in its basket. The television stands
stock and I begin to feel an unreasonable fear of the
woman who is trapped in my chimney. Nonsense.
Nonsense, all of it. But my hands are shaking and my
heart is pounding and how is anyone supposed to
cope with –
Isaac.
I remember him like one remembers that they’ve left
a pot boiling on the stove. Has he not woken in the
storm? I march back into the hall, grateful that I left
the light on, glad that there are no shadows here.
Push my body against the bedroom door, opening it
before I can give myself any time to imagine why my
light-sleeper babe is still so quiet, despite the storm
that is now pounding at the walls. But there he is,
pouting his way through some dream - a perfect
replica of his father’s own pout. I had met Duncan in
a bar and fallen instantly and irrevocably in love.
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And that pout was certainly part of it - that constant
fire. An angry flame that fuels him, propels him
through life. The first man I had to work for, the man
most women could never hope to touch, the perfect
man to marry. The man to burn for.
I’ve been ridiculous, startling like that. I hang my
head low as leave the room, embarrassed on behalf of
the little soul in the cot, whose mother cannot handle
a spot of bad weather. What sort of protector am I? I
choose not to hear the storm from now on, and
instead gather up sponges and a bowl of soapy water
from the kitchen to begin clearing up the mess that I
made. The wine pales and expands as I work it from
the wall, the water from the sponge dripping down
from my fingers to my elbows, holding me in some
slow dance. Finally, the job is done. I clear my things
away, without looking through the kitchen window,
and ready myself for bed.
There is comfort in Isaac’s presence, power in those
podgy fists. His eyelids stay shut against the
lamplight as I lower myself onto the mattress. The
whole house is rustling and restless, as if rats inhabit
every inch of the brickwork. But he sleeps on,
seemingly determined to do so, and if I woke him
now I would regret throwing away such a gift as I
examined my purpled eyes come morning. Tucked
firmly beneath the sheets, I raise an arm, take a
breath and put out the lamp. The shadows descend. I
press my own eyelids closed and will myself to sleep.
I dream of pure black. The blackness of the bottom of
the sea, as close to the centre of the earth as it is
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possible to be. I cannot see what may be there with
me. Cannot even see my own hands. But I can hear
the tap, tap, tapping of men as they hammer on
metal. The grunts as they twist in the bolts. At some
point during the night, the grumble of distant
thunder reverberates through the waters and I am
pushed up and out of my slumber. As I wake, my
eyes adjust to the blurry shapes of the bedroom
furniture and I am almost relieved. The familiar
square back of the chair, the stoic presence of the
wardrobe. That is, until I realise that what I can hear
is not thunder but the sound of heavy breaths.
Someone is at the foot of the bed. Gasping, as if his
lungs are struggling to drink in the air. I shoot up.
The alarm clock crashes to the floor. The lamp.
I am alone. And the loneliness is crushing. I
whimper at the shock of it and untangle my sweatsodden legs from the sheets, scrambling to the floor
and sobbing like a child as the nightmare ebbs away.
My baby lies calm and still. And then I hear a tiny,
familiar scratch of a sound. The front door key
twisting in its lock. I snatch my mobile up and
unlock the screen as I hear the door swing open and
thump against the wall. Who to phone?
“Get tae fuck.” His voice - that thick ridiculous anger.
The phone plunges from my hand as I dash out of the
room, throwing myself into the hall, into the soaked
and stinking man that stands there. “Yer up late,
lass.” I let the tears come as Duncan kisses me, let
them wash down my face in thick, euphoric showers.
“Did ye wait up for me?” I shake my head, feeling the
weight of the last few months dripping away. How
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could I have forgotten that he was coming home?
Hadn’t I been counting the days? When did I stop?
“Where’s the bairn?” I’m still shaking my head in
incredulity, and he smiles, wide and unbridled. I grip
his hand, losing my fingers in those huge palms and
grin back at him. “What’s that smell?” He pulls away
towards the bedroom door.
“Smell?” I ask, as he opens it and drops the smile.
Drops my hand. “Smell?” As he races over to the crib
and see’s our sleeping baby. “What smell?” As he
picks up the stiff little body and his scream is
swallowed up by the sound of roaring thunder.
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Fin.
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